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EDITOR'S NOTES, LETTERS and UPDATES
Ilow many of you know of Aspcc/s

01 M%rillg I lis/or)''! It's the newest
member of the SAH family of
publications, specifically the child of the
Society of Automotive Ilisiorians in
nritain (SAHB),

Iluicollll .Im/, the editor, brought a
copy to me at our Paris dinner. As the
Introduction explains, the publication
originated in a decision made at SAIllfs
'\nnual (ieneral Meeting in 2004 "to
produce an annual journal that rellccts the
SOl'lety's aims, to provide informative
;II,ticles Ihat arc similar to the 'papers'
prcscntcd to mcmbers at the various
SCI11lnars held during the year, and a
':onsidcred Initiative to attempt to attract
IIC\\ l11cmbers to the SAil and the SAIIB,'"

ThlTe arc 5() pages including covers
ill the first issuc, that of 2005, Our
e\plorer of hidden corners of automotive
hi slory, AI i kc Hilr/ h illg/oll- leViI liu 111,1,

wrote the fi rst feature art ic Ie. "There's the
Rub: a Brief History of Friction Drive,'"
14 pages of text and rare photos, Kurl

rl/(!I'ig,lclI returns to his true love of
sports cars of the postwar era, Adapted
from the introduction to his recent
photographic book on the subject is his
"The Magnificent XK Jaguars,'" Malcolm
himself contributed "The Motorcars of
M r. nrown of Devi/es," who put together
l'lur steam cars over a six-year period, an
interesting account of one man's passion,
rVblcolm's second article strikingly
fulfills the goal of the Society's Founders
to correct errors in automotive history
when they occur. "Facts Spoil a Bloody
Tale: The ILJ03 Paris-Madrid Race," The
total number of fatalities to drivers,
mechanics, and bystanders may be fewer
than you've been led to believe,

,lslwc/I also features four
mysterious auto photos submitted by
IJr)'ulI GOOdIllUII, and closes with
Malcolm's "Looking Back Down the
Decades," in which he chooses and
illustrates his choice of significant
motoring events that occurred in years
ending in "5," fj'om 1895 to 2005, The
publication docs high credit to the
editorial talents of Malcolm .leal, and the
spirit of SAHB which led to its
emergence, Welcome to the SAH hlmily,
/l.I/WelS Oll'v!olorillg,

Now to the issue
specifically RC\'icw No, 45,

at hand,
This issue

,contains five arti,cles, three or which have
a common thread of relationship to the
British Empire. Each year. the Society
presents an award I'll' the best paper by a
graduate student In the field of
automotive history, The winner or thc
2005 ;Iward is, I,ll' the first time in the
history of the award. a resident outside the
United States: Rick ClUliIOIl. a l'h.D.
candidate in history at the 1 'niversitv or. .
Melbourne. Australia. lie plans Ill'\t tn
attend the University orTnronto under till'
auspices of a post-dnctoral l'cllm\ship.
cnntinuing his studies in urb;ln historical
trallic. An aspect of that \\;IS his pri/l'-
winning paper "The Fast ;1Ild thl' Iurinlls:
The Victori;1 Police and ('h;lIlgint-'.
Ddinitions of Speed and Spcedint-'. I ')()()-
ILJ30.'" We arc pleascd to 1e;ld nil H<'I'i,'I\

No. 45 with this article. Fnr a shorter.
similar article you may rcc;i1II/i"hucl

lirollllcr\ "Scorching Through 1')02:
'The Automobile Tcrror'"'" in HCl'iCl\' No.
40 (Summer 20(3). pp 20-25. As a final
note, pri/e-winning papers arc considered
to have been peer-reviewed during the
judging process.

The judges of the student award
committee had a dillicull decision to
make, and deenlL'd the runner-up rlilly
worthy of publicatinn in the H,'\'inl.

granting it an Award of Distinction. Al'ter
reading David Kerr's "Ilistory nr
Chicago's Motor Row," I agreed \\ith their
recommendation, Ihis is ;1Il article that
would be at home in any publication 01'
the Society of Industrial Ilistorians. It
takes the story from beginning to elltL
how Michigan Avenue came to be the
preferred location for autonH1tlve
showrooms. and how it has Ln'Cllnow th;lt
the showrooms there arc no more. David
was born in Rockl'ord. Illinois, and
graduated thllll Rockl,ml ('ollege. lie
received a master's degree in Pllblic
History from Loyola University or
Chicago. David has his own consulting
business tracing ownership of vintage
cars and drivers of race cars. lie has
researched potential historic districts and
is working with an architectural firm to
create a historic streetscape in Chicago,

Great Britain. 111 addition to
populating Australia with speeders. has
also given the motoring world speedy
cars, including the MG, possibly the
quintessential sports car in the minds of

Americans. There were a number of times
that M( is were brought to Utah I'll' time-
trial testint-'.. and this stnry is told 111
"little Cars on the nig Salt: rvHi ;lIld thl'
Bnnne\ ille S;i1t l'lats.'" by HOIl Shook ;1Ild
.Insie r'lIIhl'l'. Ron is an assncl;lte
prokssor of I-ilglish al 1rLih St;l1C
1 '111\ersity. and Jessil' is the ;ISS,ll'LIll'
direl'tor or thl' ('h;lrles Rcdd ('l'llll'!' I'll
Wl'stnn Sllidies ;It Ihigh;lln lllllng
l'ni\l'!'sitv. ,\n ;\bstral't or Ihl'lr ~(i()·l

,\lIlonlt\t i\ c II istorv ('onlLTcllcl' P<lI'CI
"';1Ild Spcl'd Rl'cord\ltenlpl' ill1d
'\lrn;ln IngillCs" \\as J1l1blish"d 1!1
N,'\'i,'I\ No. 42 (1';1112()()·-t). p. ~~ I ill'l!
artil'le on r;ll'int-'. nn thl' B"llne\ Ilk S"I\
Il;th in till' {Iuh /liIIOlic(/1 Quu!'!, 1;;\,

llel'll reprinted ill hnnks Oil Ihl' (Irl\lt ",lit
1;lke alld Oil sports III I :t;lh, Pr""'llth.
thl'y arl' l'\lI11pklillg a book on thl' liS,', ,1I'

thl' Bonne\ ilk S;dt FLits th;lt \\ III bl'
published hy the Utah Stall' l'n1\erSI\;-
Press. The pen-reviewcr /(11' this artiek
was Riellilnl r. f:lllldwlI. the author of
.\I,(i.: The ,\j)(iI'lillg COl'/lIIerico 1.'I\'"d

r;-I'sl: ./11 1IIIIsImlcd /lis lOfT ol,IUi.s ill

/h" (',S .. /. (Oncollta: NY: Motorcars
Unlimited. 1975) . who pres"llted ;J papcr
,111 the ral'illt'- history 01' M(; at thc'
;\utomoti\l' Illstury ('olllL'J'ellel' ill SOllth
Iknd in April.

PUl'lsts may inSist th;lt thc (';II' hl'
rl'i'.'rrcd to as the "\1.( i," ;IS it \\as c;tlkd III
li1l'rature published hy its malllll;ll'lllrcT
thl' M,( i, (';11' ('oillpall\, :\.s Iloted III th,'
Siolldoni ( (/lolo,'.!, o/!III!I()!'It'd ('on, I')-!(l.
I (j(j(). "Ill Amniea. a simpk '\1(;'
(without thL' pniods) beeaml' eo IIIIlHlIl,
I'hat 1;ltter usage is /(ll1l1\\ed ill this eat;t!'lt'-.
e'el'pt when naming the actllal cOmp;1I1\"
(p. 430), We 1l1llow the same usage.

\Ve rl'turn to normal speeds III ,Hlr
/(Hlrth article, 1l1l'the British alltoillobiks
it treats were allYthing hut 1;ls1. The\' arc
laxis, largely LOlldOll cabs. and \\e arc
grateful to liill Mllllm /()J' "Mann and
Overton and the Austin 12/4: Ilow a
Dealership AI'l'cl'ted thc Future of thc
I.ondon Taxicab," lie knows whereof hc
speaks: ''I've driven a london cab for 34
years and used to write for the cab trade
press before writing my first book.
('ol'hodicl, Ih" ('ollllilc/c SIOIT abollt the
('oventry coachbuilders which supplied
bodies I'or the I'irst M( is, Illade Austin
taxis under contract ann World War II,

COlllillll"'! Oil li(/ge II
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The Fast and the Furious: The Victoria Police
and Changing Definitions

of Speed and Speeding 1900-1930
by Rick Clapton

Introduction

Bctween 1885 and 1920, the urban road speeds in
Melbourne, Australia's largest city, increased 500 percent.
Owing to this dramatic increase in road speeds, definitions of
speed and speeding changed. Between 1900 and 1910, other
road users, outraged at the incredible speeds of motorcars,
lobbied authorities to control this road menace. As a result,
authorities called upon the Victoria Police' to control
specdcrs. Police policy and procedure altered with the
changing definitions of speeding. At the mid-point of the
second decade, however, people real ized the benefits of
higher rates of speed and drivers subsequently desired to drive
faster. Once again, motorists and the public viewed speeding
as a regulatory infraction, as they had when horses dominated
city streets. This paper explores the evolving definitions of
speeding.

The Early Years

On July I, 1912, at 4:45 pm, Constable Horace
Wrigglesworth, riding a bicycle, stopped Sydney Symon and
Mark Morris for '''furious' driving.'" These two were the fastest
of six horse-and-carts, which were racing north along St. Kilda
Road. The men were travelling approximately 18 miles per hour
(mph). After stopping them Wrigglesworth asked, "Have you any
explanation to make for racing along at such a fast pace & racing
with others?" Symon replied: "It's bad luck to get caught the first
time along here." Morris denied that he was racing but said, "I
was not racing; the other coming at the back of me frightened the
horse & he only went along for about 20 yards." Wrigglesworth
chased them on his bicycle from Leopold Street to Princes
Bridge before he caught both drivers, approximately one-and-a-
half miles; therefore, it was unlikely that Morris' horse merely
"went along for about 20 yards."] On July 31, 1912, at the court
of pctty sessions in Melbourne, magistrates convicted both of
furious driving and fined each 20s (shillings):

Between the turn of the 20th Century and the 1920s in
Melbourne, road transport underwent a radical transformation
as it moved from horse-drawn vehicles to motorcars.' Urban
roads speeds, in the 45 years between 1885 and 1920, increased
500 percent (Fig. I )." Owing to the motorcar, definitions of
speed and speeding also changed. In the first decade of the 20th
Century, as a result of the motorcars' incredible speeds,
Melburnians reacted with outrage. In response to this outrage,
police became the front line workers that intervened and
attempted to control this menace. This control of high-speed
motorcars proved difficult in the pioneering years when
wealthy Victorians dominatcd the motoring scene. Most
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middle- and upper-class Victorians were both unaccustomed to
the intcrvention of pol icc' and possesscd the rcsources to attain
legal counsel and defcnd thcmselves in court.' Obtaining legal
counsel, howcvcr, did not always stave off conviction. As a
result of motoring's wealthy beginnings, pol icc tactics in
apprehending specders changcd to withstand legal challcngcs
made in court.

Although dcfinitions of spccding and pol icc mcthods of
controlling and prosecuting specders changcd, the qualities and
characteristics of the spccders did not. Although other road users
were "put out" by thc high speeds of motorcars and often
expressed their vehement dissatisfaction during thc motorcar's first
decade, pcople quickly camc to realize the benefits of higher rates
of speed after 1910. Importantly, during the motorcar's first
decade, it was higher rates of spccd and not crashes that outraged
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Fig 1- Urhon Roads Speeds IXXO-1930. Sources: John D. Keating.
Mind /he curve': 0 his/on' o(cahle /rallls (Sydncy: Transit Australia
Publishing, 1996, 1(6); John William Knott, "Road traffic accidcnts
in Ncw South Walcs, 1881-1991," Ans/ratian Econolllic HiS/OfT
Reviell' 34, no. 2 (1994): 84; Clay McShanc and .loci Tarr, "Thc
dcclinc of thc urban horses in Amcriean cities," The Journal o(
Transpor/ His/on' 24, Series 3, no. 2 (2003): 179; Ian Manning,
Bevond walking dis/once: /he gains./iwn speed in Aus/ralian urhan
/ravel (Canberra: Urban Rescarch Unit, Australian National
University: distributed by Australian National University Press,
1984), 20. As Manning indicates, it is di ffieult to substantiate
average speeds lor motorcars as thcir spceds were dependcnt on
drivcr preferencc-somc drovc conscrvatively whilc others
accepted risk and put thcir "foot down." Thus, thc averages are
deduced from a wide-range of primary documents.
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Map-Melboume 50 Central Business District and inner suburbs J 9 J 4. Melbourne 50 suburbs are comparable to those in
New YorkCity. Source: The University of Melbourne Map Library.

other road users. As more people desired higher rates of speed, the
view of speeding as a regulatory infraction returned.9

Discretionary road transport legislation adequately controlled
furious riders and drivers during the first decade of the 20th
Century, but in 1910 specific motorcar legislation increased police
powers. Yet, this new state legislation failed to immediately
alleviate the problem of speeding, despite police now specifically
measuring the high speeds of motorcars. This task of measuring a
motorcar's speed was challenged in court by motorists and
consequently police had to put in place policies, procedures and
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methods that would withstand, sometimes biased, legal scrutiny.
Owing to these new rules of 'order maintenance' work, of which
speeding and speeders comprised a large portion, authorities
created a Traffic Management System (TMS).IO

Decreased Temporal Space and Increased Physical Space

By 1930, three-quarters of the market gardeners working
at the Victoria Market, a large fruit and vegetable market located
at Victoria Street and Elizabeth street (see Map), now
transported their produce with motor trucks instead of relying
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upon horse-drawn transportation." Motor trucks that
transported one to five tons at ten to 20 mph were quite beyond
the capacity of horses." lncreased speed decreased traveling
time between the farm and market. For many gardeners, time
once committed to traveling could now be devoted to other tasks
such as sleep, other work or recreation. Gardeners' lives
changed radically with motor transport, when the same physical
distance could be traveled in a shorter time. Essentially, higher
road speeds allowed the same distance to be reduced temporally
by one third. Trips once requiring between six and ten hours
with horse and vehicle were reduced to between one and three
hours with motor vehicles.

Mechanized road transport allowed for the expansion of the
metropolis. This expansion did not originate with the motorcar, but
instead had originated with the railway. Because railway trains
attained speeds three times that of traditional modes of transport,
traveling times were significantly reduced. Consequently,
Melbourne and other cities expanded and moved beyond their
origins as a "walking city."" Before the advent of mass transit,
many cities, like London, England were limited to a two-mile
radius, which necessitated a centralized infrastructure and created
high population densities. Vet, railways required infrastructures,
rolling stock, and timetables. Motor vehicles overcame these
shortcomings and capitalized on the railways' weaknesses and also
provided drivers with self-determination, self-empowerment and
speed. Still, like railway travel, the landscape whizzed by at high
rates of speed transforming the journey into the tedium between
places. I. The repetition and boredom of the journey motivated
humans to achieve their destination more quickly. Bccause of
the tedium, travel became centered on the machine and,
subsequently, pushing it to its
limits. Moving between points
of departure and destination in
shorter and shorter amounts of
time eliminated boredom.
Ultimately, high-speed travel
became the objective. Higher
rates of speed became exhil-
arating because they eliminated
boredom. Indeed, exhilaration
was the antithesis of boredom.
The faster one reached a
dcstination or objective, the
greater sense of triumph one
received. Consequently, the
notion of automobil ism-the
unfettcred right to use the road
and police one's own actions-
in combination with higher
rates of speed demanded
greater controls by author-
ities.1S

Melbourne's mechanized
road transport began in the
mid-1880s with cable trams
(Fig. 2). Cable trams increased
average urban road speeds by
almost one third, from six mph
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to nine mph. Though higher road speeds reduced temporal
space, they inversely usurped larger amounts of physical space.
In the same way that higher roads speed allowed the metropolis
to amalgamate more suburbs, high-speed road vehicles
consumed larger volumes of road space. A pedestrian crossing
one of Melbourne's one and one half chain wide roads (99 feet),
for example, required approximately 15 seconds to travel this
distance; a motorcar traveling at 30 mph in 15 seconds covered
a distance of 660 feet. In the same amount of time, the high-
speed vehicle traveled six times faster than a pedestrian, and
consumed six times more road space. Moreover, like the urban
dichotomy that existed between diminishing temporal space and
expanding physical space, high-speed road vehicles diminished
temporal space and consumcd larger amounts of physical space.
At one and the same time, high-speed vehicles were nowhere
and everywhere. Beforc Victoria's motorcar legislation in 1910,
Melburnians rcmained outragcd at the high speeds of motorcars
owing to their incrcased consumption and monopolization of
physical road space. Yet, in the years between 1910 and World
War I, as motor vehicle populations increased and more people
drove or rode in motor vehicles, the benefits of high-speed travel
overcame fears of road crashes. Market gardeners, who by the
InOs, covered the distance to the market in one-third the time
and transported more produce, would never return to traditional
modes of transport.

Speeding

After the 1880s, speeding comprised a large component of
the order-maintenance work carried out by police. Yet,
determining speed and speeding was a discretionary exercise.

Fig. 2 - One of Melbourne s cable lrallls, which opera led in Ihe cill' he/ll'eell 1885 alld IWO lI'hell Ihel'
were replaced wilh eleclric Irallls. Dunllnl' (Ihe open/innl cm) alld Salooll car (enclosed lrailer) heading
soulh (downhill) on Markel Sireel IowaI'd Soulh Melhourne. The driver or griplllan slood al Ihejinlll of
Ihe dummy and opera led Ihe device, which "gripped" Ihe cahle Ihal plllled Ihe lralll alollg. This
parlicular lram Ira veiled bel ween Collins Sireel in Ihe Cilv alld Soulh Melholll'lle. When/irsl illirodllced
in 1885, Ihese vehicles altained lop speeds a/nine mph, hUI were illcreased 10 Iwelve IIIph a/ier Ihe lurn
o/Ihe cenlUly. Unlil well a/ier World Wclr I. Ihese vehicles sel Ihe slandardjar maximum speeds in
Melbourne. Source: State Library of Victoria mpO 11081.
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traveling city streets were workhorses and
traveled at speeds less than six mph.
Pedestrians also traveled at speeds of five
mph; therefore, pedestrians and horse-drawn
vehicles traveled at approximately the same
speeds. Consequently, a fast moving animal
was easily recognized because it was an
anomaly on urban streets.20 Additionally,
when a horse traveled at a high rate of speed,
which involved trotting, cantering or
breaking into a full gallop, the animal
displayed considerable movement beyond
that of forward momentum. The legs moved,
struck the ground and bent at the knee and
shoulder joint. The animal produced a great
increase in dust and the sound increased as
the horse's hooves thundered and the horse's
breathing increased. The muscles in the
animal's legs, torso, and neck worked and
bulged. The head and neck were forward and
the nostrils flared; eyes were wide and alert;
the ears back and flat. Ifthere was a rider, the

rider was leant forward over the horse's neck, holding tight to the
animal (Fig. 3).

Motor vehicles possessed few of the horse's
characteristics. Unlike the increased noise of fast moving
horses, the significantly higher rates of speed attained by
motorcars created wind that pushed the sound backward and
negated the increased engine noise and spinning wheels. During
the 1905 Motor Car Bill debates, Sir Samuel Gillott stated that:

Fig. 3 - Moving Picture at Galloping Horse.
Source: www2.Truman.edu/~captur/jins343/088.jpg, accessed 27 August 2004.

This discretionary task received support from the public because
speeding vehicles jeopardized the safety of pedestrians and
other road users. Definitions of speed and speeding at the turn
of the 20th Century tended to be amorphous, as many people
were fond of estimating the exact speed that vehicles traveled.
Modern analysis of speeding, however, has produced three
definitions:

driving/aster than me
driving/aster than surrounding traffic
and exceeding the speed limit'"

Speed limits never directly applied to horse-drawn traffic, but
were applied to steam engines and later motor vehicles. In the
suburb of Brighton, during discussions that led up to the debates
on the 1905 Motor Car Bill, Councilor George Skinner stated
that the Brighton Council had set speed limits at ten mph and
five mph over crossings. In the last half of 1906, these were
increased to 15 mph. This increase in the speed limit suggests
that society had adjusted to higher rates of speed." In 1904, First
Class Sergeant Sidney Carter stated that the "recognized" rate of
speed for motorcars was 12 mph. Debates surrounding uniform
speed limits persisted through the 1920s. Therefore, the
recognized rate of speed probably acted as the "understood"
speed limit within police circles.'s Carter's statement of speed
for motorcars suggested that traditional modes of transport were
judged by a different standard: a tram's speed was limited by the
speed of the cable, and horses were judged furious only if
trotting or galloping.

Prior to motor vehicles, the charge of furious riding or
driving worked sufficiently to control animal-drawn vehicles.
Bullocks or horses pulling a vehicle seldom traveled beyond a
pedestrian's walking pace. William Youatt, an American who
wrote the most important stable management manual of the
mid-19th Century, noted that an unloaded horse could travel
14.75 mph for one hour, 8.5 mph for three hours, 6 mph for six
and 4.67 mph for ten to attain peak efficiency.'9 Most animals
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The cars run at a much greater rate of speed, and they are
comparatively noiseless. If a butcher's or baker's cart goes at
12 or 14 miles an hour, it makes a great noise, and a person
walking on the road cannot help hearing it, and is thereby
enabled to keep out of danger. But it is different with the
comparatively silent motor car."

For someone standing directly in front of an approaching
motor vehicle it was almost impossible to judge the speed of the
approaching vehicle. Steam-powered cars during the first
decade potentially produced more steam and smoke, but to the
ignorant non-motorist, this was an indicator of deceleration, not
necessarily speed. Before the mid-1920s, dust was the telltale
sign that a motor vehicle was traveling at a higher rate of speed
than traditional modes of transport.22 The large amounts of space
usurped by a motor vehicle's high rates of speed was a very real
infringement on pedestrians' rights and perceived freedoms.

In the first decade of the motorcar, before speed limits and
the legal requirement for motorcars to display an identification
number, speed was judged in relation to known quantities.
Police, therefore, often charged motorists with furious driving
when it was deemed or proven that they were "driving faster
than me," according to the first definition of speed stated in this
paper. During the first decade of the 20th Century, Victorian
police and authorities relied almost exclusively on the 1890 and
1891 Police Offences Act to control street space activities.23

Police applied the discretionary charge of furious driving to a
variety of offences and vehicles. The benefit of these
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discretionary stipulations allowed them to be equally applied to
horse-drawn vehicles, trams, bicycles and motor vehicles. Yet
between 1885 and 1910, when Victoria's first Motor Car Act
became effective and motorcars began to change the perception
of urban road speeds, cable trams dictated maximum urban
speeds. The cost and time associated with owning a horse
precluded most from owning one.'" Consequently, most
working-class people commuted by tram. Even by the late-
1920s, only 15 percent of Victorians owned motor vehicles."
Many of these were used for commercial purposes and not
personal transport. Further, by 1916, Melbourne had built the
largest cable tram network in the world, possessing 1,000
dummies and saloon cars which carried 1,000,000 passengers a
year. 'I, Between 1885 and the early 1920s, when people referred
to others "traveling faster than them," most were either sitting on
a cable tram or using the trams as their reference. During the
quarter of a century after 1885, the known and visual
representation of speed became the velocity of cable trams
which traveled, on average, between seven and nine mph''- Many
Melburnians adjusted to the higher rates of urban speed at the
turn of the 20th Century. Yet during this time, many city
authorities received letters of complaint regarding high rates of
speed. In March 1905, James W. Barrett wrote a letter to Chief
Commissioner Thomas O'Callaghan stating:"

On two occasions recently, when coming in hy the

Toorak tram, at ahout 8:45 a.m., the tram has heen passed on

the Toorak Road, ncar Williams Road, hy a motor cyclist,

who was proceeding at a very high rate of speed: I should

estimate at least 20 miles an hour. He seems to he well-

known to the conductors on the trams. The proceeding

seems to he full of danger, and it is most desirahle that he

should he checked hcfl)re a serious accident occurs.

Might I suggest that the Toorak Police should caution

him. and if that is insufficient, deal with him as is thought
hesl.·'"

Constable Patrick Fitzgerald reported that "I have no doubt that
the cyclist referred to is a young man namcd S. Dalrymple
rcsiding in Boundary Rd. Toorak as hc ridcs a motorcyclc along
Toorak Rd. cvcry morning." Fitzgcrald stopped Dalrymple on
the morning of March 23, 1905, and questioned him about his
high speed. Dalrymple replied that on a couple of mornings hc
had been running late and rode faster than usual, "but promised
not to otfend in such a manner in future." Fitzgerald also
stoppcd othcr motorcyclists and cautioned them about spceding,
stating in his report, "I do not think that in future there will be
any more complaints about this matter."'" Barrett, who had
complained about the high speed, measured the speed of the
motoreyelc against the speed of the cable tram. These vehieles
remained the benchmark of maximum urban speeds until well
after World War I.

In another case, the motorist's ability to hire legal counsel
caused the case to garner a great deal of media attention, which
reflected the public feeling surrounding high-speed motorcars.
On April 7, 1905, E. Norton Grimwade, a leading Melbourne
entrepreneur, attracted considerable public interest when he
appeared in the Melbourne District Court for furious driving.

On February 16, while driving his motorcar along St. Kilda
Road, he passed a tram and proceeded to his home in Central
Melbourne, unaware of any breach in public safety. Young
Constable Thomas Wei bye 2() years-old and having two years
experience with the force gave pursuit on his bicycle and,
catching up to Cirimwade, demanded his name and address. II

When Grimwade rcrused to divulge the requested information,
Weibye followed him to Flinders I.ane where he ascertained the
necessary details. Several people on the tram corroborated
Constable Weibye's story, estimating the car's speed at 20 mph.

Each witness used the cable tram's speed as the relative
measurement of safety. James Cirant, gripman in the employ of
the Tramway Company said, "I saw a motorcar go past the tram
I was on St. Kilda Road opposite the Barracks." "It was going
twice as nlst as the tram." C'harles II. Edwards, conductor on the
same tram, provided corroborative evidence. Appearing for the
defendant, Ilarley Tarrant, a motoring authority, prominent
Melbourne entrepreneur and owner of the 'I~lrrant Motor and
Engineering Company, stated that Cirimwade's car was
incapable of 20 mph due to a mechanical malfunction. Despite
this attempted mitigation, Cirimwade was found guilty and fined
lOs. with an additional £2-16-0 in court eosts. I' Public safety
itself, however, was an adjunct to the assuagement of the
public's fear regarding the motorcar's high speed. The public's
fear of the high speed of motorcars proved to be the impetus fiJI'
legal action and the deciding 1:letor that secured a conviction.
Finally however, the speed of the motorcar was deemed
dangerous owing to cable trams determining the maximum
urban road speed. In their seminal years, motorcars attracted a
great deal of attention, not only because they were a "playtoy"
for the rich, but also owing to their relatively high speeds. The
relative high speed of motorcars caused them to stand out in
traffic Ilow because motorists onen drove I:lster than existing
vehicles on the road. Motorcars also attracted negative publicity
as a result of motorists driving faster than the tralric Ilow.

Owing to the difficulties of determining the speed of
vehicles before reliable forms of measurement. constables and
the public relied on the second definition of speeding given in
this paper and judged a vehicle's speed in relation to the
surrounding traffic. In Novemher 1905, Simon Fraser, .Ir., li'om
the suburb ofToorak, and Ilaroid Coldham, from the suburb of
Windsor, appeared in court I()J' furiously driving motorcycles
along Well ington Parade in East Melbourne on October 29,
1905. Also in 1905, E. Norton Cirimwade again appeared for
furiously driving a motorcar. Constable Carter Peverell, on
hicycle duty patrolling I()J' furious drivers and riders, stated that
the motorcycles were traveling at 20 mph: the motorcar was
traveling I:lster than the cycles. "Constable Peverell expressed
the opinion that [the] defendant [Cirimwade] was driving at the
rate of over 20 miles an hour."" Peverell's estimates were based
on comparison of the tralric Ilow. The motorcycles were
traveling !:Ister than the Ilow of traditional modes of transport
and Cirimwade's motorcar was traveling faster than the
motorcycles. Consequently, his fine was higher. The
motorcyclists were convicted and fined 5s. plus 5s. to the "poor
box," and Cirimwade lOs. and lOs. respectively.

Iligh rates of speed, the motorcars' most pronounced
characteristic, brought forth many people who helieved they
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this, both constables requested
to be relieved from tratrie duty
because, as Wrigglesworth
stated, " ... it only makes a
laughing stock of the Police to
these drivers."" In Wriggles-
worth's report, forwarded to
Chief Commissioner Alfred
Sainsbury, Inspecting Super-
intendent Lawrence Gleeson
wrote. "The Police arc
certainly placed in an invidious
position where they have to
discriminate between different
offending drivers of motors
and motor cycles. This should
not be so." In response to the
stance of frontline constables
and the opinion of senior stafT,
Sainsbury replied as shown in
Fig. 4.

Police summonsed Badge
to court. He was convicted and
fined 20s. The other speeding
motorists were also summoned,
convicted, and fined. The case

is culturally significant because it signals the changing attitudcs
toward higher road-speeds. A decade earlier, there was little
chance that Frank Badge would have received the nlVor of
politicians and police authorities. After centuries of road speeds
that rarely exceeded ten mph, the public opposed the high
speeds of motorcars. However, the favoritism, police attempted
to extend to the Premier at the outset of World War I, clearly
illustrates that society had adjusted to higher road speeds.

The cases of Arthur Benning, Governor Reginald Talbot's
chauffeur, in July 1904, and Frank Badge, Premier Alexander
Peacock's chauffeur, in November 1915, signaled a cultural shift
in attitudes toward speed. At the outset ofthe 20th Century when
motorcars first appeared in Melbourne, and other motoring
cities, people were shocked, frightened and sometimes outraged
at the audacious displays of speed. In response to this doubling,
tripling and sometimes quadrupling of the urban road speeds,
society and authorities moved to assuage the public's fear.
Authorities maintained public safety by enforcing homogenous
traffic speeds. These speeds were dictated by traditional modes
of transport. Often, therefore, speeders were convicted on the
evidence simply of a police constable's "alleged" opinion and
estimation. In 1915, however, after a quarter of a century with
safety bicycles, and 15 years with motorcars, Melburnians
adjusted to higher rates of speed, and now desired higher rates
of speed because it meant the shrinking oftemporal space. More
time could be allocated to other tasks. Market gardeners who
formerly required eight to ten hours to travel the estimated 15 to
20 miles into Melbourne by horse and wagon, could now make
the trip in a half or a third of the time with a motor vehicle. Also,
they could carry bigger payloads, and do so in greater safety due
to the steering and braking capabilities of the vehicle. Because
society was adjusting to, and wanting, higher rates of speed, the

Fig . .j "I'l'Osecllle Hodge. Who has 110 II/Ore righllo ollt'lld Ihall allrOlle else alld I do 1101 inlend to make
.fish %lle alli//lesh orallolher ill a case sllch as this is. Pl'Osecllle in Ihe olher cases too. AlliTd George
S'aillShllrl' ::7. II. 15 " Source: VPR S X07/PO/566/Fi Ie S 13456, Letter of Complaint from J. Gratton Grey
to Chief Commissioner of Poliee~ Re: Speeding on Wellington Parade, IX November 1915.

were able to accurately estimate the speed a vehicle was
traveling simply by looking at it. On July 15, 1904, Constable
Charles Perkins summonsed a young man, Arthur Benning, for
furious driving on Toorak Road in the suburb of Prahran, at
I I :55 am. Benning was driving the Governor's motorcar.
Pcrkins cstimatcd thc ratc of speed between 30 and 40 mph. In
Prahran court on July 2(), 1904, Cieorge Wallder, called as an
expert on speed, stated: "I think I know something about speed
as I used to keep trotting horses. I think, if I said 40 miles an
hour, I would not exceed the rate of speed at which I saw
defendant going." During the court proceedings, First Class
Sergeant Sydney Carter stated that the "recognized" rate of
speed for motorcars was 12 mph. Benning was convicted and
fined 40s. with ()s. in court costs, which amounted to a week's
wages for most working-class people.1I

In the beginning years of World War I, high-speed
motoring had shed some of its negative image. Society had
adjusted to higher rates of speed and realized the benefits of
higher road speeds. The shrinking of temporal distance allowed
many to increase their physical living space without
compromising their lifestyle. As society adjusted to higher rates
of speed, the legal definitions of speeding became less
discretionary. Despite speed limits, police were still periodically
frustrated in their sometimes-thwarted attempts to enforce speed
limits. In November 1915, C'on stables Ilorace Wrigglesworth
and Thomas Burford stationed at St. Kilda Road, were assigned
to plain-clothes traffic duty on Wellington Parade in East
Melbourne. There they timed several speeders; but of particular
note was motorcar # 15361 traveling at 30 mph. In response to
an application for a summons, police authorities stated that
Premier Alexander Peacock's chau lTeur, Frank Badge, the driver
of motorcar # 15361, would not be prosecuted. In response to
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perceived lines of illegal speeding became blurred. People
became more tolerant of speed breaches; hencc, speeds that
exceeded the speed limit by 10 or 20 percent began to be viewed
as nothing more than a regulatory infraction or "technical
offence."'· On thc one hand, this shifting cultural perception of
speeding explains why influential politicians convinced police
authorities to "Ict slide" the speeding of Premier Peacock's
chauffcur, Frank Badge, even after specific police tcchniques
were used to determine the vehicle's spced. On the other hand.
the case of Frank Badge illustrated that discretion was being
eliminated fhml policing practices as it moved toward a TMS
(Traffic Management System). Rather than estimate the speed
of a vehicle through personal observation or in relation to a
known quantity, police at the midpoint of the second decade now
apprehended speeding motorists by timing them over a
measured distance with a specialized timepiece. Personal
discretion had been eliminated from police practices owing to
these new procedures. In 1904, however, cultural attitudes
toward speeding were set and yet to be challenged; therefore, the
prosecution of Arthur Benning. the Governor's chauffeur, on the
"alleged" estimate of Constable Perkins. was assured of a
conviction.

Speed limits, the third definition of speeding given in this
paper, proved formidable to both implement and police.
Although speed limits potentially controlled the possible
dangers of high-speed motor vehicles, driver's vehemently
resisted the imposition of speed limits. Public bias against
speeding motorcars, in one form or another, has always been
present in the regulation and policing of posted speed limits.
Motorists in 1905 voiced their opinion that both the police and
the public were biased against them. Speed limits, yet to become
law. they argued. would only serve to increasc this bias. An April
1905 article in The Me/hourt1e Punch, stated: "It is strangely
true that the avcrage motorist has about as crude an idea 0 I'
speed as the average policeman."'~ Further, the
article stated that the bias would decrease if
accurate measuring devices were implemented.
However, measuring speed limits proved
problematic.

Before Victoria's /90<) MO!ii!' Cal" Ae!

became effective in January 191W', the IX90 and
IX91 Police Offences Act was used to control
excesses of speed. Like setting speed limits,
however. the charge of furious driving was
discretionary. Discretionary set speed limits were
determined by a professional's opinion, often with
several professional regulatory bodies involved.
The determination of set speed limits was also
driven by public attitude. Safe speed limits were
determined by a set speed that would ensure safety,
most of the time. in most situations. A fter a period
of trial and error. two constables. working at either
ends of a precisely measured distance with a
stopwatch, determined whether a vehicle was
exceeding the speed limit (Fig. 5). The charge of
furious driving, on the other hand. was often based
on the opinion of just one police constable
sometimes supported by one or several witnesses.
As motorcars in Victoria and Melbourne increased

/0

in numbers alter 1907, urban residents demanded speed limits to
ensure safety on public roadways. But with the 1909 Mo!ol" Cal"

AeI, the power to set speed limits remained the prerogative of
local suburban councils. The state government consistently
eschewed this responsibility of setting statewide speed limits.
Consequently. speed limits were piecemeal as local councils
applied to implement speed limits on local roads. The
discretionary charge of furious driving remained until the
1930s. '" Speeding chargcs undcr thc Policc ()!/i'llces ./ cIs

remained personal cstimates at best.
When a constable did estimate the speed of a vehicle, it

was almost always challenged in court by motorists who
possessed the means to employ legal counsels to defend
themselves. Most motorists possessed the financial resources to
obtain the services of a lawyer who defended the client against
the charge. By 1905. the ACV (Automobile ('Iub of Victoria) was
working toward providing legal counsel for its members. In 1910,
the ACV defense fund for motorists was firmly entrenched as a
bcnefit of membership." As a result. A( 'V lawyers became
skilled in defending clients against speeding charges. On October
2, 1910. on Toorak Road in the suburb of Toorak, constables
James Irwin and Bernard Rose measured motorcar #2690 over a
distance of XXOyards (1/2 mile). The motorcar. belonging to
Clive Baillieu, covered the distance in a time of I minute 21
seconds attaining a speed of 44 mph. The constables issued a
summons to Baillieu for driving at a rate of speed '"dangerous to
the public." On appeal. the evidence was deemed inconclusive.
Baillieu was found not guilty of furious driving.'

Although two constables measured the time required lix
Baillieu's motorcar to travel half a mile, the judge ruled the
evidence inconclusive because the police constables used a
personal timepiece instead of a watch specifically calibrated for
taking precise measurements. ('onsequently. the evidence was
inadmissible in court. hlrther. the judge required evidence of

hg. 5 ,'l/wI"!illg ('ollsl(/h!c (I\'ilh S!ojHI"iI!ch-OIl '"jJolin' h(/jl" dllll·. IWlIlillg

('vcilcd/r olll/mlll his (/lIIhIlSh, 10 IIlOlol"i,lljllslllC(/l"illg I//('jilli.l'h ollh,' IIIC(/.I'lIl"cd

jill"/Ollg). "/-(11" Frill :,' S(/ke. (;()\' '11m: /CI 'cr I"i/I, (/lId.l"c '1/ do !I/(' :!:!O ill .I'('\·CII (/Ild

(/ '(/I"I/nO 1Il/lh/ I" Source: 1'lIl1ch. 3 January 1906.
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how the two constables signaled to each other. At a distance of
one-half mile, another person would barely be visible and to
visibly signal to the other would have to, hypothetically, wave a
nag as big as a house. Any obstruction, hill. rise, or curve in the
road would negate the signal being seen at a distance of one-hal I'
mile by the other constable. Subsequently, it proved unlikely that
constables Irwin and Bernard had measured the speed of
Baillieu's vehicle accurately.

Some magistrates, however, were less tolerant of the high
speeds or this modern mode of transportation. Speed limits, a
product or local suburban councils, 1~liled to eliminate the bias
apparent in Victoria's judicial system. On December 22, !llOll,
Constable Bernard Rose, working alone with a personal
timepiece, measured Dr. Morrison's motorcar over a distance of
XOO yards in one minute. Bernard calculated the speed of the
motorcar at 27 mph. Police summonsed Morrison to court for
speeding. In cour!. 'Tdwaniliolilles, seerctary of the ACV said
he h~ld tested Dr. Morrison's car 400 yards before it reached the
garage. In his opinion it was not travelling I~lster than I X miles
an hour.'" Morrison and Iiolilles believed that a conviction was
unl ikely because XOO yards is just short of hal I' a mile, and most
people cannot sec that rar, let alone measure accurately the
starting and finishing of a motorcar over that distance. Yet,
Judgc Eagleson stated that thc car was traveling at more than 15
mph, and even though the M%r ('(/r Ae/ did not stipulate a
speed limit, there should be one. lie dismissed the appeal and
upheld the conviction."

Eagleson warned that any vehicle traveling t~lster than 15
mph, and summoned to "his court,'" would receive the maximum
penalty. Finally, Eagleson stated that police should be supplied
with stopwatches, indicating the potential weakness of the
police's timing methods." Eagleson \ rul ing sci a precedent
about speeding cars and speed limits. The ruling indicated that
speed limits were required if roadways were going to preserve
some level or safety. Speed limits attempted to reimplement a
level or homogeneity in a traffic system that had become vastly
heterogeneous in the previous decade owing to both traditional
modes of transport and mechanized transport plying for road
space. Further, in allempting to implement a homogenous speed
of travel with speed limits, authorities attempted to shore up the
temporal demarcations between vehicles to protect vulnerable
road users. The observance, maintenancc and enforcement of
spced limits would become both an almost impossible task and
speeding would become the main identifiable cause of traffic
erashes.

On November Ill, )ll I 0, Police Magistrate II. Morrison
"said the police method of timing motorcars was not
unreasonable." While some magistrates supported police
methods, other decisions tended to favor the motorists. In his
November III I0 report, Constable Irwin stated:

I have to report 1'01' your intrJrlllation that Mr. Mahony
8.: ('olonel Ilughes who were the two Justices sitting at St.
Kilda on the 15-10-10 li'llm the opening of the first motor
case the two Justices made it apparent that they were against
the police in l11otor cases, with the result Mr. Billson JP
[Justice of the Peace] who sat 1'01' the first case 8.: then left,
both Mr Mahony 8.: Ilughes expressed their disapproval of
our system of timing 8.: said one constable should be at each
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end & wavc a flag or hankerchicflsic]. Const Rosc & I
suggcstcd to thcl11ancr court to COI11C& tcst us thcl11sclvcs,
but nccdless to say thcy dcclincd. Mr Mahoncy also
objcctcd to our distanccs bcing I11casurcd by pol icc 8.: said
thcy should bc donc by survcyor."

Justices openly attacked police methods of timing
speeding motorcars. They stated that two constables should be
assigned to the timing of motor vehicles, flags used and a
prolCssional surveyor should carry out the measured distance.
Irwin continued in the report, stating that Mr. Mahoney was now
a motorist, and "I feel sure I am not worrying him when I say he
is 'biased' in motor car cases." Constable Rose added to Irwin's
report and corroborated the claim of judicial bias. In court,
however, Magistrate Mahoney charged that the pol ice were
being devious and biased. Mahoney stated: that "one constable
could hide in a garden or some other place and then signal to the
other constable at the other end, I [Constable Rose] said, 'I I' the
constable is hiding how can the constable at the other cnd sce the
signal: he said, 'I don't know: he refused to test our methods
with his motor car."""

Constable J. D. Mooney further supported the bias of the
police justices. Although the police magistrate believed police
were purposely "setting traps" to catch speeding motorists, the
message some judges sent was much more significant. Speeding
was not real criminal activity and those who held the "reins of
power" could manipulate the system--if they chose. Unlike
burglary, larceny, murder, assault or vandalism, speeding
motorists did not commit an "immediate" crime unless someone
was struck and the impact caused injury or death. For some
magistrates, speeding in and of itself posed such a sufficient
danger to public order and safety that stiff penalties were meted
out. For other magistrates, their bias was clearly evident and
speeding was viewed and expressed as a regulatory infraction or
"technical offence." This regulatory infraction was only deemed
a real crime if the motorist's action resulted in injury or property
damage. Speeding, in isolation, was viewed by many as a
thrilling adventure and only became devious behavior if a
motorist was unf()rtunate enough to be caught in a "police trap."
Even then, prosecution for speeding was often viewed as a bias
against the modern form of transport and became part of the
expense of operating a motor vehicle.

Conclusion

On Melbourne roads between 1900 and 1930, definitions
of speed and speeding underwent radical changes owing to the
motorcar. As a result, so too did the "order maintenance" work
of police. Before 1910, existing discretionary legislation
allowed police to adequately control higher rates of speed. Yet by
1910, new legislation increased police powers and the task of
apprehending speeders changed in order to withstand legal
prosecution in court. Despite changing definitions of speeding
and police procedures to apprehend and prosecute speeders, the
belief that speeding was only a regulatory infraction persisted.

Between the end of World War I and 1930, Iittle changed
for the Victoria Police. During the 1920s, police acquired
several motorcycles, which allowed them to pursue rogue
motorists. After World War II, they acquired patrol cars. With
the increase in police vehicles to control and manage tratfic over
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the subsequent deeades, catching "speeders" and attending the
butchery caused by traffie smashes comprised the mainstay of
their work. Despite these changes, the attitudes toward speeding
remained relatively unchanged from the days when the charge of
furious driving controlled speeding horscdrawn vehicles. Even
at the turn of the 21 st Century, apprehending speeding motorists
is met with the public charge of "rcvenue raising" and still
viewed as a regulatory infraction. At the same time however,
rates of speed increased dramatically between 1885 and 1930,
changing forever the urban landscape and the way people
viewed both space and time.
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"A. M. Laughton, Victorian Year Book. 4X cd. (Melbourne,
Australia: .I. Kemp, Government Printer, 192X), 79.

"'Cable trams were streetcars powered by subterranean
cables. Iluge, remote steam powered engines turned the cables
that powered the streetcars. Electric trams rirst appeared in
1912, but were postponed until alter World War I. Many lines
were not converted cable- to electric power until the mid- to late-
1920s.

'Priestly, The Victorians: f.laking Their Mark, 135 and 153.
By 191 (1, cable trams averaged nine mph, inclusive or stops.
Also: Brian ('arroIL Gelting Amund TiJwn:A Historr o!, Urhan
Transport in Australia (Stanmore, N.S.W.: Cassell Australia,
19XO), 94: "Motor Driver Fined," The A/gus II July 1905: Jack
('ranston, The Melhoume caNe trams 1885-1940 (Melbourne:
Craltsman Publishing, 19XX): John D. Keating, Mind the curve!:
a historr o!, the caNe trams (Sydney: Transit Australia
Publishing, 19%).

"In Victoria, ChicI' Commissioner is the title of the Victoria
Police's top position.

''YPRS X07/PO/261/File W2507, Constable Fitzgerald-453X;
Re: Attached Complaint A Motor Cyele being driven at an
excessive rate or speed along Toorak Rd., 23 March 1905.

"'Ibid.
"Victorian Police Ga::ette, (Melbourne: .I. Kemp,

Government Printer, 19(5), 24.
;'Robert Ilaldane, The Pcople \' fiJrce: A Historr o!, the

Victoria Police (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Press,
19X6), 135: "A Motor Driver Fined," The A/gus 7 April, 1905,6.
Tarrant's Garage had a waiting room for chauffeurs with a
billiard table where they could wait while their owner's car was
being repaired.

""Furious Motor Driver: Constable also a Motorist," The
A/gus II November, 1905, 14. There is some indication the

Peverell was driving a motorcycle, but this reqUIres further
research.

"'VPRS 1932/PO/22, Prahran Court Record: Entry of Arthur
Benning, 25 July 1904: "Governor's Motorcar: Driver Fined for
Furious Driving," 5; "Running A Motor Car 40 Miles An I lour,"
The Age 26 July 1904, 5.

"VPRS 807/PO/566/File S 13456, Letter of Complaint from .I.
Gratton Grey to Chief Commissioner of Police; Re: Speeding on
Wellington Parade, 18 November 1915.

;"Ibid.
"Mr. Walter Long, member for Briston S. and The President

of the Local Government Board. Parliamentarv Dehates, vol.
126 (United Kingdom: Government Printer, 1903), 1471.

'KAuto, "Motor Notes," The Melhoume Punch, 27 April 1905,
562.

"'An Act to regulate the use o!,Motor Cars 1909 (No. 2237)
(Vic.).

""AnAct to Further Amend the Police Offences Act 1922. (No.
3262) (Vic.), s. 5.

"'Automobile Club of Victoria, Annual Report, (Melbourne,
Australia: Located at Royal Automobile Club of Victoria
Archive, 1905), 10. See also: Wilson, "On the Beat: Police Work
in Melbourne, 1853-1923", Chapter 8.2 "Police and the Motor
Car."

"'VPRS 807/PO/414/File H 11644, Appeal of Furious Driving
charge (Clive Baillieu), 5 December 1910.

"'''Furious Motoring Must be Put Down.": Judge Eagleson's
Views: He gives a Warning: Question of Speed Limit: A
Conviction Upheld," The Herald 18 February 1910, in VPRS
807/1'0/388.

""Ibid. These newspaper clippings were attached to the
memorandum: "Motor Car Speed: Further Prosecutions at
Prahran," The Age II November 1910; "Control of Motor
Traffic: Further Cases at Prahran," The Argus 3 November 1910;
"Motorcar Traffic: More Cases At Prahran: The Timing
Question," The Argus 31 October 1910; "Motorists in Court: Sir
Rupert Clarke's Car: Chauffeur Fined," The Argus 29 October
1910; "Control of Motor Traffic! Police System of Timing:
Condemned by the Bench," The Argus 16 October 1910.

"VPRS 807/PO/412/File H 11125, Memo; Re: remarks made
by magistrates on the police method of timing motor cars, 19
November 1910.

"'Ibid.

Same Then, Same Now?

The following anecdote a[1[1eared in The Kiplinger Maga::ine
for July 1971.

In 1931, as a young man in advertising, Bruce Barton visited
William Knudsen, then (,eneral Manager or Chevrolet. The two
men had trouble communicating as neither really understood the
other's business. To make conversation, Barton asked:

"What is your real o[1inion or the 193 I Chevrolet'!"
"Is an almost [1erfcct car," said Knudsen in his Danish accent.

"Next year we make one little change. Then will be perfect."
"And what will that be?"
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Knudsen had had enough of the New Yorker by this point.
"You know what is the chassis'I"
"Sure," said Barton.
"Well, on each corner of this chassis, we are putting little

hooks."
"Yes'!"
"And from these hooks, we are hanging a big piece of

canvas."
"Why?" asked Barton, fascinated.
"Catch all the goddam parts that fall out!"
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History of Chicago's Motor Row
by David Kerr

In November of 2000, following a rigorous and at times
emotional battle with property owners, aldermen in the City of
Chicago approved the recommendation of the Landmarks
Commission of Chicago and granted landmark status for 56
commercial buildings along and near South Michigan Avenue,
located between the 1400 and 2400 blocks. With this somewhat
surprising vote, Chicago's Motor Row Historic District was
created. At the time, it was the largest commercial district in the
city accorded landmark status, and served as a springboard for
the City's attempts to achieve landmark protection for the highly
visible and expensive Michigan Avenue Historic District,
located further north along Michigan Avenue and facing Grant
Park.

A Startling Transformation

In the years prior to the beginning of the 20th Century,
South Michigan Avenue was home to many of the wealthiest
citizens of Chicago. The boulevard, as it was then called, was a

Fig. I - View nor/h .from Michigan Avenue and 26/h S/ree/, circa
1905. Courtesy Chicago Historical Society.

wide, tree-lined, well-paved street populated with mansions and
expensive town homes. The nearby "Millionaires Row" of the
era, Prairie Avenue, was home to many of the most prominent
movers and shakers of Chicago, including retail magnate
Marshall Field and industrialists such as George Pullman. This
period photo, (Fig. I) looking north from 26th Street, shows the
upscale, quiet nature of Michigan Avenue just after the turn of
the century when cars were few and the area was very much
residential, wealthy, and quiet. There is no hint of the
commercialism that was to come within a few short years.

At the close of the 19th Century, automobile companies
were few and the number of privately owned cars was nearly as
small. It was a mere four years earlier that Henry Ford finished
his first car, built in a small outbuilding behind his house, and
in 1895, the Duryea brothers, recognized as the first in the U.S.
to produce autos in any number for sale, had opened their
Duryea Motor Wagon Company in Springfield, Massachusetts.
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The next year they sold 13 cars, enough to lead the industry,
such as it was, in automobiles manufactured and sold. The
industry was growing rapidly however, and by 1900, there were
40 auto manufacturers exhibiting cars at the New York Auto
Show'. While many of these auto manufacturers produced little
more than a single prototype in their often short lifetimes,
manufacturers began to work through initial growing pains to
create an industry which would transform much of the world.
Money for automotive entrepreneurs was readily available, as
investors jumped at the chance to enrich themselves via an
industry in which many foresaw great growth potential. During
the first four months of 1899 alone, some $388 million in start-
up capital was poured into the industry by way of various
manufacturers. The auto industry was expanding, and from that
initial run of 13 motor wagons produced by the Duryea brothers
in 1896,4,192 autos were produced in the U.S. in 1900.'

Chicago was as quick as any to embrace the automobile,
and in 1899, Ralph Temple opened the first automobilc agency
in the city-selling Oldsmobiles at 293 South Wabash Avenue-
and is rumored to have sold the very first Oldsmobile offered for
sale. Temple was an optimistic sort, contracting with the Olds
Motor Works to scll a full third of that company's production.
Over the next several months, sales agencies for Locomobile
and Mobile, both steam cars, and Autocar, opened in the same
area, creating the first automobile district in the city. When the
Winton Motor Carriage Company camc to Chicago to open a
branch office in 1903, the company decided that South
Michigan Avenue offered a better venuc than Wabash Street, and
the company opened an officc at 1412 South Michigan. Ralph
Temple followed suit and relocated to the same block. This time
however, instead of selling Oldsmobiles, he was now handling a
Chicago-built car-the Woods Electric", an auto venture whose
backers included Chicago industrialist Samuel Insull. Within a
short period of time, a new Oldsmobile dcaler opened up nearby
as did a Locomobile dealer, and officcs for the Pierce Arrow
company were also established on South Michigan.

In 1905, a building permit was issued for one of thc first
purpose-built auto showrooms in the city. The building was to be
constructed on the site previously occupied by the Hankins
mansion at 1444 South Michigan Avenue, and then leased to the
Ford Motor Company, which had formed just two years earlier
in Michigan. The new dealership was one of six company-
owned branch offices Ford was attempting to open. Henry
Ericsson, writing in his autobiography Six/v Years A Builder,
suggests that during a meeting he had in Chicago with Henry
Ford, Mr. Ford claimed not to have the $6,000 required to sccure
the lease so construction could begin. Christian Eckstorm,
designer of many of the buildings along motor row, suggested in
the meeting that Ericsson put up the money for Ford. In return,
Ericsson claims that Ford offered him "as much of my stock as
you say, and I believe that it will pay you well."· Ericsson
declined, and in the end, one of Ford's employees put up the
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Fig. 2 - This I YII drawing hv John McClItcheun realistically
illllstrates the rapid trans!iJrlllation uj'South Michigan Ave.

required funds. In his book, Ericsson also points out the
incidental, but profound impact the construction of this building
may have had on the automobile industry and on industrial
production in general. According to Ericsson, Ford himself
oversaw much of the design and construction of the Chicago
branch office and during one of his trips visited the Chicago
stockyards. "Chicago seemed to hold a thrill for Ford, though I
imagine the sight that made the deepest impression upon his
mind was the way the beeves and hogs moved along overhead
carriage lines through the packing plants.'" In his autobiography,
Ford credits this visit as one of the key experiences in suggesting
the enormous possibilities of a moving assembly line for
automobiles."

Other auto companies were quick to follow Ford, and from
this one showroom in 1905 literally scores of buildings were
designed and built to serve the automobile. Residence after
residence, some of which were quite beautiful, quickly gave way
to the wrecking companies and were replaced nearly as quickly
by new commercial properties. By the early teens, little of the
quiet, upscale residential nature of the area remained, though a
mansion or two survived as late as the 1950s. Area developers
were quick to embrace the dollars to be gained from the great
number of auto related firms eager to have a conspicuous
presence along South Michigan Avenue, and the area quickly
became one of the world's most fashionable districts for
automotive commerce. This was the place to be if you wanted to
be counted among the serious new motorcar companies doing
business in Chicago (Fig. 2).

Lured by the number of successful businessmen who
worked in the nearby south Loop, as well as by wealthy
Chicagoans who lived nearby, motorcar companies saw South
Michigan Avenue as an ideal venue to attract the types of
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customers who could afford to buy new cars. In addition, the
condition of the street itself played an important role in getting
buyers to part with what was often times a significant
investment. The street was wide and well paved, giving salesmen
the opportunity to take customers on road tests and show off the
automobiles under the absolute best circumstances. In a 1911
article in The Automobile, South Michigan is described as
follows: "If one will imagine a street almost twice as wide as
Fifth Avenue, smoothly paved and maintained to the minute, flat
as a billiard table in its longitudinal lines, symmetrically curved
to the gutters in its cross section, as straight as an arrow from
end to end, he will have an idea of the geographical setting of
Chicago's automobile sales district.'"

In 1913, The Brickbuilder magazine suggested that the
ideal "automobile sales and service building should extend the
entire length between two streets.'" This allowed for pedestrian
entry from the front into the sales room, and a rear entrance for
cars to enter and exit. In Chicago, the alleyways that split the
block did not allow for such a plan, except in rare instances.
However, for those firms that did not have buildings that
stretched from one street to another, the paved alleys in Chicago
made for easy access to rear entrances for service customers and
for deliveries of new cars and parts. Larger companies, such as
Cadillac, Locomobile, Marmon, and others had buildings back
to back, with the alley in between. Salesrooms and offices were
located on Michigan Avenue while service buildings fronted on
parallel streets. Those lucky enough to be on a corner lot utilized
side entrances for their service department or used car sales.

The speed at which commercial buildings were put up is
startling, even by today's construction standards. Thirty-five
buildings in the historic district alone were constructed during
the period from 1907 through 1916, though a second mini-boom

Fig. 3 - 2248 S. Michigan. Home a/Centaur Motors, agents/or
the Jeffery Auto. Courtesy Chicago Historical Society.

took place in the years between 1919 and 1922. As lots filled up
in the northern section of the Row, developers looked southward
for room to build. In July of 1909, The Economist magazine
reported that the southward expansion of Motor Row, between
18th and 25th Streets, resulted in "the construction of more new
buildings within a shorter period than any similar movement in
any other line of industry that has ever taken place in this city."·
Buildings were also most often put up with little regard for the
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aesthetics of the old boulevard and, in order to maximize space,
were built from property line to property line, so that a resident
of a beautiful home often found himself smack up against the
brick walls of commercial ventures. As more buildings were
built, more residents moved out, and developers quickly
replaced homes with showrooms. The value of land fronting on
Michigan Avenue rose astronomically; lots that had sold for
$200 a front foot in 1907 were commanding $2,000 a front foot
by 1910!0. By 1911 new buildings housed 26 auto dealerships in
just the three blocks between 22nd Street and 25th (Fig. 3), and
large sections of Michigan Avenue bore little resemblance to
their appearance of just a few years earlier.

The auto buildings were split between large multi-story
affairs and smaller, one or two story buildings, and generally
took up single or double lots, resulting in buildings that were 25
to 50 feet wide. Tn the larger buildings, companies used the
space on upper floors for storage of new and used automobiles,
storage of parts, repair areas, and back offices. Large elevators
or interior ramps allowed for the movement of autos between
floors. These larger buildings were often an indication that the
Chicago agency was designed to serve more than just the local
area. Because of the city's size, location and unmatched access
to transportation, many auto manufacturers used their Chicago
office as a regional branch, meant to accept, store, and
sometimes assemble cars for distribution to outlying agencies.
At the time, new cars were often shipped in pieces, and the parts
assembled at a large regional agency before being sent to
smaller dealers. Ford Motor began in 1912 to construct a "chain
of sales and service buildings"" across the country with this
assembly process in mind. Regional sales managers also used
these branches as their home office, traveling out to visit dealers
in outlying areas. The Locomobile Company branch office at
2000 South Michigan, served the territory from Chicago west to
the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 4).

As the motorcar was a new technology, the buildings that
housed them were designed to not only showcase the products
inside, but were also meant to convey to potential customers, the
financial soundness of the company within. Large, imposing
brick structures were meant to persuade buyers that any
company that could afford such a building must be on solid

Fig. 4- Building constructed in 1910for the Locomobile
Automobile Company at 2000 South Michigan. Photo by author.
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financial ground, and would be around for a good long time. The
premises constructed for the Locomobile Company is a good
example of such a structure. The masonry building, designed by
the firm of Jennie, Mundy and Jensen in 1909, at the height of
Locomobile's success, is a large, three story building that
occupies a choice corner lot at Michigan Avenue and 20th
Street. Unfortunately for the company, the permanence
conveyed by the building applied more to the structure than to
the company, as Locomobile languished for the last decade of its
existence, and finally went out of business in 1929. The building
that had housed the once proud Chicago branch of the company
was taken over by the Nash Automobile Company in the early
twenties.

Motor Rowand the Evolution (~lShowroollls

Many of Chicago's most important architectural firms
were commissioned to design structures along Motor Row, and
their designs helped to influence automobile showroom
construction throughout the country. The showrooms
constructed along Motor Row were unlike most commercial
buildings of the time in their use oflarge, ground floor windows,
so that pedestrians and those going by on the road could easily
view what was on offer. According to a 1920 article on auto
showrooms in The Architectural Forum, showroom designers
needed to bear in mind that the automobile was an "outdoor
vehicle"'" and would not "look its best when shown in a low or
otherwise cramped room."!] The author of the article, an
architect from Albert Kahn's design firm in Detroit, went on to
write that windows should be designed with low sills and should
be of sufficient width to allow the "whole car to be seen when
one is standing directly in front of the building or riding by in
the street."" The oldest purpose-built showroom existing is that
of the Ford branch at 1444-46 Michigan. Designed by Christian
Eckstorm, the 1905 Ford building was just two stories tall, 50
feet wide, with the first and second stories of standard height,
and was fairly utilitarian in construction. Just south of the Ford
branch, a new building for Buick and also designed by
Eckstorm, (who apparently made a good living designing auto
showrooms as he is responsible for 12 of the buildings included
in the landmark district) opened just over a year later, and was
designed with more emphasis on windows. Tall, two-story
window bays, arched at the top, give the impression of glass
from ground level to nearly the full height of the building. The
window bays are separated by the Buick logo incorporated
within the fa<;ade. The verticality of the Buick building and its
resulting feeling ofhcight and lightness is a sharp contrast to the
horizontal nature of the Ford building, which sccms lower and
darker.

A 1910 design by thc firm of Holabird and Roche for the
Stcvens Duryea dealer at 2347-51 Michigan Avenue, secms vcry
modern for the time in its construction. The design featurcs a
front fa<;ade that, apart from a narrow, steel reinforced concrcte
frame is nearly all glass on both the first and sccond floor. Steel-
reinforced concrctc also played a big role in two Motor Row
buildings designed by Albert Kahn, who is credited for
introducing this type of design for construction of industrial
buildings. After designing manufacturing buildings for both the
Packard Motor Car Company and Ford, Packard commissioned
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Fig. 5- Building buill/or B.P Goodrich Tire Co al 1925 S.
Michigan Ave. Photo by author.

Kahn to design the Chicago branch of that company. This
building, now demolished, was located at the southeast corner of
Michigan Avenue and 24th Street, and cost an estimated
$200,000 in 1910-15. Kahn's firm also designed the Cadillac
Garage, which is located at the southwest corner of 24th Street
and Indiana Avenue, directly behind the Cadillac showroom.

Early on, some of the buildings were designed to blend
with the upscale housing that was still present along the Avenue.
One such effort was the building at 1925 South Michigan that
was designed by Eckstorm and built by developer Ferdinand
Peck, a wealthy resident of the street who had also been the
primary driver behind the Auditorium Theater. Along with its
wide, tall windows which reveal its commercial purpose, this
three-story building features a very elegant mansard roof with
copper gutters and downspouts. It became home to the B.F.
Goodrich Tire Company in 1911 (Fig. 5).

Glazed terra cotta and decorative tiles adorned most of the
buildings to a greater or lesser degree, and limestone and cast
concrete were used for some of the larger, more intricate work.
Some of the best surviving work includes the building built in
1915 for the Kelly Springfield Tire Company at 2251-53
Michigan Avenue. The showroom features what must have been
a once glimmering front fa<;adecovered with white glazed tiles,
and stylized urns and shields at the top corners, as well the
company name inset at the top. Two buildings designed by
Holabird and Roche for auto dealer Alfred Cowles and the
Saxon Motor Co. at 231 I and 2313 Michigan Avenue both
feature elaborately patterned tile work. The shaded tile work for
the Cowles building gives the look of scalloped shingles for the
peak of the fa<;ade while the neighboring building uses multi-
colored tiles in a three dimensional pattern to outline the fa<;ade
and the window surrounds.

Oftentimes the names of the occupants were incorporated
into the design of the facades. Names could be found at the top
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Fig. 6 - Fisk Tire building, Michigan Avenue. Since demolished.
Photo courtesy William Snyder.

of buildings, over doorways, or even in the sidewalks outside.
The Splitdorf Magneto Company was one of those who proudly
advertised their presence on the Row. The Locomobile, Premier,
Buick, and Marmon motor agencies were others. Glancing up a
passer-by could see the Nash name painted on a chimney while
a look down to the sidewalk would let you know you were
entering the Ford agency. Other clues as to the occupant of a
building were more subtle, with just an initial or a company logo
found somewhere in the front facade. Others were not so subtle,
as companies like the Fisk Tire Company included large
representations of their corporate logos (Fig.6).

By the twenties, automobile advertising was portraying
the automobile as exciting and racy, and emphasized speed,
independence, and the ability to get away. Along with changes
in design that offered better physical surroundings for the cars
inside, buildings themselves were designed to project a sense of
excitement and romance that went hand in hand with auto
ownership. The last showrooms built within the landmark
district were two neighboring buildings designed for the Hudson
Motor Car Company and the Marmon Company, at 2222 and
2232 Michigan Avenue respectively. Designed by Alfred
Alschuler, who was responsible for designing three other
Chicago landmarks, the buildings were constructed in 1922 and,
if not for the wide floor to ceiling windows on the ground floor,
could be mistaken for grand movie palaces of the period. The
two- and three-story buildings, which span four lots each, were
designed in a Spanish baroque style, and include red tile roofs
as well as heavily ornamented front facades. The Marmon
building includes the company name at the top, and in the
Hudson building, Alschuler incorporates two Hs in the center,
top floor window surround and the company logo, an inverted
triangle in the ornamentation above the front door of the
showroom. Interiors too were designed to continue this exotic
air. Far removed from the utilitarian nature of the original Ford
interior, the Marmon showroom features tall ceilings with
supporting columns that arch out at the top and flow into the
ceiling. Coupled with room dividers that had arched openings
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Fig. 7 - Interior a/Marmon Showroom at 2232 S. Michigan Ave.,
circa 1925. Courtesy Chicago Historical Society.

and an ornate staircase, and decorated with plants and Persian
carpets, a visitor might expect to run into the Sheik of Araby
while shopping for a new car in the showroom (Fig. 7).

In 1936-37 the last of the automotive related buildings
was constructed along Motor Row. The new clubroom of the
Illinois Automobile Club was built at the southwest corner of
Michigan Avenue and 24th Street. This impressive three story
building was designed by Philip Maher in a Spanish Mission
style and includes a clock tower at the corner. Close examination
reveals the building's past, as the now long-defunct auto club's
logo remains above the front door and a weathervane atop the
tower proudly displays a likeness ofa pre-war car. This beautiful
building has been home to the Chicago Defender newspaper for
a number of decades.

"No Other City Can Boast a Grander Row''''

So stated the Chicago Tribune in 1914, for by the mid-
teens Chicago's Motor Row had no equal. Other cities certainly
had such areas of their own, including Broadway in New York
City and Commonwealth Avenue in Boston, but none could
match Chicago's Row for size and number of auto-related
businesses in so concentrated an area. Always in competition
with their East Coast rivals, the automotive writers of the
Chicago Tribune obviously took great pride in the Row, keeping
track of the competition as they published a virtual scorecard of
the number of auto manufacturers who had a presence in each
city. As developers built larger and larger buildings, taking up
more and more streetfront along the Avenue, the Row
lengthened, until automobile related companies stretched for
nearly two miles along Michigan Avenue, from 1000 to almost
3000 South. As room ran out along Michigan Avenue, the cross
streets and adjacent streets serviced the overflow of companies.
It seemed that every auto manufacturer of any size, whether
foreign or domestic, wanted to be on Motor Row. And if they
could not, they wanted to be as near the action as possible.

Along with the automobile companies, a large variety of
businesses sprang up to offer virtually everything related to the
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automobile. There were schools formed to teach owners how to
properly drive and care for their new machines as well as
schools that taught students to become mechanics or chauffeurs.
One of these, the Greer College of Motoring, opened its doors at
2215 South Wabash as early as 1902-a gutsy move when the
number of cars registered in Chicago could be counted in the
hundreds. Greer's literature made extensive reference to the
school's proximity to Chicago's Motor Row, and claimed to have
trained more mechanics working in the area than all other area
schools combined."

At least five of the buildings located along Michigan
Avenue were dedicated solely to tire companies, such as
Diamond, Vogue, and Kelly Springfield. There were auto parts
companies selling every conceivable gadget that could enhance
an automobile. The number of accessories that were available to
enhance the Model T Ford alone numbered in the many
hundreds, and Motor Row distributors advertised and sold
nearly all of them. There were companies that repaired autos,
companies that repainted autos, companies that could build a
new body for an owner's car. This happened fairly frequently as
owners updated older, stodgy-looking bodies for a newer,
sleeker look, or had one car body built for winter and another,
open body built for summer. In addition, there were many
Chicago-based auto manufacturers who had assembly plants as
well as sales rooms located on Motor Row, such as Yellow Cab
and the Nyberg Company. Along with firms that were directly
auto-related, there were a number of ancillary firms, such as
banks, serving both businesses and customers along the Row
and cleaning companies to launder the uniforms of the large
number of mechanics and others employed by the auto firms.
Being close to the action was also a drawing card for the
motoring press, which included the periodical Motor Age, an
early magazine devoted to auto aficionados. The magazine
called 12th Street and Michigan Avenue home.

By 1910, there were 123 different makes of cars offered
for sale in Chicago, with the vast majority found along Motor
Row. Within just a three-block stretch from 1200 to 1500 South,
a buyer could walk down the Avenue and examine, almost
uninterrupted by any other type of business, the Baker,
Columbus, Ideal, and Woods electric cars. If an electric was not
a suitable choice, there were 34 different gasoline cars available,
just in this same three-block stretch. Among the auto companies
represented on the Row were Ford, Buick, Cadillac, and the
predecessor of Chrysler, the Maxwell, as well as lesser known
makes such as Black Crow, Kisselkar, Moon, Royal Tourist and
Pullman. Rolls Royce, Darracq and Fiat were just some of the
foreign makes to be found. Car manufacturers that called
Chicago and Motor Row home included Nyberg, Woods
Electric, Ambassador, and Lorraine. High-wheel cars, which
bore a strong resemblance to buggies because of their tall,
skinny wooden wheels and simple bodies, were strong sellers in
Chicago even into the early teens, as farmers, who favored the
high ground clearance and wheel track that matched wagons,
came to Chicago to make their purchase. Chicago-built
highwheelers included the Holsman, Sears, and International.
There were cars that advertised every technology of the time,
and there were cars for every budget. And if cars were not your
thing, there were numerous motorcycle dealers as well as truck
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agencies. The American LaFrance Fire Engine Company even
had a salesroom along Motor Row at 1827-29 Michigan.

For the first couple of decades business was very good
along the Row. Ford Motor Company's newsletter, The Ford
Tillles, claimed that the Chicago branch was one of their largest,
and would sell "more than a million dollars worth of Model
"T"s"lX in 1909, when a new Ford sold for just under $1,000. At
the other end of the spectrum, the Peerless Motor Car Company,
one of the premier luxury car makers, considered 1908 a very
successful year when the Chicago branch sold 88 cars, at an
average price of$5,480.'" Many other heads of Chicago agencies
complained that they sold all the cars the various factories could
ship them and would have sold many more if the supply had
been available.

As car manufacturers came and went, so too did their
presence along Motor Row. Dealers for one make would often
transfer allegiances to another company if they believed their
fortunes would be better served. As car companies went out of
business and others replaced them, new names would appear on
buildings, and Motor Row was in considerable flux for the first
two or three decades of its existence. Buildings on many of the
choicest corner lots, which offered street exposure on two sides,
were grabbed up by competitors, as fortunes declined for
previous tenants. Sometimes it was difficult to keep up with just
where a buyer could find a particular company. The Ford agency
occupied three different sites along Motor Row over the period
of just 20 years. The first Cadillac building became a
Duesenberg showroom when Cadillac moved its operations to a
new building across the street, and after Cadillac's run in that
building it became home to a Chrysler dealer, and later
Chevrolet and then Buick, before being abandoned in 2004.
Companies that prospered often left behind smaller quarters as
they built or moved into more extravagant salesrooms further
south along the Row.

The Personalities

As is the case with many fledgling industries, the
automobile boom enticed large numbers of entrepreneurs who
brought with them an almost endless supply of new ideas.
Chicago was no exception, as Motor Row became a breeding
ground for a number of innovative and successful ventures as
well as some which were better left on the drawing board. The
birth of the Hertz rental car company can be traced to Chicago,
when, in 1918, Walter Jacobs borrowed $2,500, bought twelve
Model T Fords, and expanded his used car operation to form the
Rent-A-Ford car rental company. For ten dollars a day, a driver
could rent one of Jacobs' cars and get 100 free miles to boot. The
company expanded rapidly, and by 1924 Jacobs' company was
operating a fleet of more than 600 vehicles.

In 1915, the Walden W. Shaw Livery Company formed the
Yellow Cab Manufacturing Company of Chicago and began
manufacturing taxicabs in a building just off Motor Row. John
Hertz, who had joined the firm in 1908 as a salesman had
become a managing partner by this time and by the twenties was
in complete control. In 1924, Hertz, while continuing to build
cabs, also manufactured a car marketed as a Hertz, making it
available for sale or lease. The system was described as one
"designed after the old livery stable plan, where a man might
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hire a rig for a day's pleasure or business traveling"20 In 1923,
Hertz and Jacobs joined forces in the rental car business, and a
new venture was formed-the Hertz Drivurself System,
advertised as a "new transportation business with Yellow Cab
co-operation."2' Jacobs and Hertz enjoyed great success with
these ventures, and soon attracted the attention of General
Motors. In 1925 the Yellow Cab Manufacturing and Drivurself
companies were sold to GM and in 1928, manufacturing was
moved from Chicago to a plant in Pontiac, Michigan.

Motor Row was also the home of a super salesman named
Errett Lobban Cord, employed by the Quinlan Motor Car
Company located at 2728 Michigan Avenue. Cord's
salesmanship was noticed by a group of investors, including
William Wrigley, who owned the Auburn Automobile Company
of Auburn, Indiana. Auburn had been making cars since 1900,
and had earned a reputation for solid and sensible cars which,
though rei iable and reasonably priced, didn't exactly create
excitement with the public. As a result, sales lagged and the
company was in danger of folding. In 1924, the investors
convinced Cord to take on the role of sales manager for the
company. He reinvigorated the dealer network, increased
marketing, and (to make the cars more appealing) repainted
large numbers of unsold new cars in bright colors. Cord turned
the fortunes of the auto company around and within a few short
years bought it from the Chicago syndicate.

Using the stock market boom of the twenties to his full
advantage, Cord shrewdly leveraged the company and went on
to buy up, among many other companies, the Duesenberg Motor
Company. By the mid-thirties, Cord, having moved on to
ventures such as airlines and California real estate, had lost
interest in his auto companies. The Auburn Automobile
Company held on through 1936 and Cord, a car marketed under
the maker's name, lasted just a year longer. Cord's was not a
personality suited for the small town life in Auburn, Indiana, and
by the late twenties he had moved the Cord Corporation
headquarters to Chicago. By this time, the parent corporation
controlled some 60 different companies, including the Stinson
aircraft company and a passenger airline (Fig. 8). Cord did not

Fig. 8 - Michigan Ave. showroom of the Auburn-Cord Co.
Displayed is a /929 Cord car alongside a Stinson aircraft.

Courtesy Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg Museum.
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Fig. 9 - Packard Showroom at 2355 S. Michigan Ave, circa 1975.
now demolished. Courtesy Richard Quinn Collection.

stay in Chicago long. By the mid-thirties he moved his residence
to Beverly Hills, California and made a further fortune
developing real estate in California. He never lost his flair for
sel f-promotion, and twice during the thirties Time magazine
used his photo on its cover.

Decline olThe Row

The opening of the Marmon and Hudson buildings in
1922 marked the end of new showroom construction along
Motor Row. By the twenties, many automobile companies had
fallen victim to intense competition. In the low-priced field, it
was difficult for anyone except those with the ability to raise and
pour large amounts of capital into production facilities to
compete with Ford's Model T, as mass production allowed Ford
to mark down prices almost at will. By the early twenties a new
Ford could be had for under $300, a significant reduction from
the $1,000 price tag of 1909. While there was no single
company running away with the mid-priced field, the large
number of competitors in that arena meant that profit margins
remained low enough to force marginal companies out. The
high-priced market also realized dwindling numbers of auto
makers as this market settled into a handful of players.

By the mid-thirties the sheer drop-off in the number of
viable car manufacturers resulted in a drastic reduction in the
number of new car showrooms along Motor Row. Buildings that
once housed new cars were now incorporated into other
companies to provide more room, or became used car dealerships,
repair shops, parts suppliers or non-automotive related
enterprises. The importance of Motor Row to auto sales in and
around Chicago was also diminished by the rise of neighborhood
dealerships which could more easily serve those who lived away
from downtown, as well as agencies which opened in towns which
previously had no auto dealerships. During World War II, many of
the auto companies that had survived the Depression had
transformed their operations while making war materiel. With the
War's end, many of these companies now turned away from auto
production and instead focused their manufacturing on less
competitive and more profitable products.

By the fifties, Motor Row had become run down. While
there remained a few holdout auto agencies, little investment
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had been put into maintaining what had once been a showplace
for the automobile industry. Many of the once grand buildings
stood empty, or were being used for storage. The neighborhood,
too, had changed. The decline of the auto-related businesses
meant that many of the jobs which once existed there were now
gone, and with little investment going on, the area became
increasingly undesirable for commerce. In the fifties and sixties,
the one-two punch of urban renewal combined with the building
of the interstate highway system meant that many of the auto
related buildings were demolished (Fig. 9). The construction of
the Stevenson Expressway cut right through Motor Row at the
mid-point of the 2400 block. Lost were many fine buildings.
The construction of low-income housing in the 2600 block also
replaced a number of Motor Row's fine structures.

Along the northern part of the Row, a mini-renaissance
took place in the 1950s. A number of recording studios, catering
mostly to black R&B, Gospel, and Soul artists, sprang up along
Michigan Avenue, and the stretch became known as Record
Row. These studios were responsible for spreading the fame of
many of the best recording artists of the time, black or white.
Today, this era is memorialized by a museum located along
Record Row in the building that once housed Chess Records,
one of the most successful of the ventures. Sadly, Record Row's
prosperity did not last, as many of the recording artists moved
on to sign with larger record companies in Detroit or elsewhere.
Once again, buildings that had housed vibrant businesses along
Michigan Avenue were relegated to warehousing or worse.

Motor Row Today

The unappreciated nature of the area is likely what saved
so many of the original Motor Row structures. Developers
turned their backs on this part of the city for decades, as the
population, and commerce left Chicago. With the resurgence of
the city in the 1990s as an attractive place to live, developers
looked to the South Loop area as ripe for residential
development. New residential construction resulted in hundreds
and perhaps thousands of new townhouses and condominiums
that arose on property that had remained unused or rundown for
decades. The resurgence of and additions made to McCormick
Place more than doubled its size and brought attention and new
life to the area around Cottage Grove and 24th Streets. Directly
between these two developments stood Motor Row. By the mid-
1990s, early speculators came to the northern end of Motor Row
and began to turn some of the old auto dealerships into
residential housing. In some cases these developers were
sympathetic to the aesthetics of the buildings involved, and built
within the confines of the original facades, saving many of the
features and helping to preserve the character and scale of the
old Motor Row. In other cases however, buildings were torn
down without any thought of their history to make room for new
condominium buildings.

In 2000, a demolition permit was issued for the Ford
building at 1444 Michigan Avenue. Developers had purchased
the property and were planning construction of a high-rise
condominium development. At the same time, the Commission
on Chicago Landmarks was working with the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago to identify buildings along Motor Row
which could make up a historic district. One of the buildings
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identified as a significant structure was the Ford building. A
stop order was issucd, halting any planned demolition, and
Landmarks reprcsentatives began to negotiate with property
owners in an attempt to save thc original f~\(;ade and the first
fi tty feet of the building. The property owners refused, claiming
their project was only feasible if they were allowed to usc the
entire property as they saw fit. In the end, and following a long
process through City Iiall, the Ford building was granted
landmark status along with 55 other auto-related properties. In
making its case, the Landmarks Commission was able to cite the
critical role these buildings played in ('hieago 's commercial
history, the architects and architecture associated with the Row's
many remaining buildings, and the integrity of the buildings and
preserved scale of the area.

Today, while the landmarks designation has provided
protection fiJr the area, nothing has been done to commemorate the
unique place Motor Row has in the history of Chicago and the
automobile industry. Visitors to the area will find nothing to guide
them through the area or help them to learn about this unique
district. Renovation of the buildings and adaptation of usc
continues, albeit at a slow pace. Sadly, one of the holdout auto
agencies has just recently len the area, leaving five more buildings
empty, and leaving just one new car outlclto carryon the tradition
of Motor Row a Ford dealer, in the old Auburn-Cord showroom.
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EDITOR'S NOTES-continuedfrom page 2

and are now the taxi makers London Taxis International. He
followed that with books on Jeep, the Humvee, the Centurion
tank and the Alvis FV600 series of wheeled armored vehicles.
His next book, "A Century of London Taxis" was published last
year by Crowood Press. Mike Worthington- Williams, a
knowledgeable writer about all things automotive and an owner
of an Austin Twenty, was the logical person to review this article.

Now, back to the former British colonies which most of our
readers know the best, the United States. One of these former
colonies, Pennsylvania, is the locale of our final two articles. The
first is "The Pennsylvania Auto Motor Company: A Concise
History of the Company and its Car" by Kenneth H. Stauffer.
This was one of many regional makes of the first decade of the
20th Century and Ken has given it a fitting memorial. Ken was
elected National President of the Antique Automobile Club of
America after years of service on the Board, Library, and
Research Center. He served as staff photographer of Antique
Automobile for 29 years. His article 'Auto Bodies by Fleetwood,
published in the July/August 1977 issue of Antique Automobile
was awarded the M. .J. Duryea Cup. The Pennsylvania was made
in Bryn Mawr, just outside Philadelphia, and the folks I
cemsulted agreed with my suggestion that Philadelphia resident
and SAH Director Arthur Jones was the man for this job. Arthur
comments that "histories of little known makes ... have been
few" in the Review in recent years, and that "this well-researched
article will help to redress the balance."

Last, but certainly not least, is Gregg Merksamer's "Lost
Tunnels of the Pennsylvania Turnpike," the result of a walking
tour Gregg took a few years ago, and a pleasant anecdotal way
to end this issue. Gregg is known for his history ofthe New York
Automobile Show, and numerous articles on professional cars in
Old Cars Weekly and other publications. He is a former director
ofSAH.

It goes without saying that the articles that are peer-
reviewed are immeasurably enhanced by this process, and that
all of us are grateful for the contributions of Messrs.
Worthington-Williams, Knudson, and Jones to Issue No. 45.

A final word, about the contributions of our proofreaders,
Kit Foster and Pat Chappell. I thoroughly proof the first galley
and spot check the second to ensure corrections are made. The
third galley is then sent to Kit and Pat for their review and
comments. Although there is some overlap in their discoveries,
Kit tends to focus on errors of grammar, syntax, punctuation,
and consistency. Pat generally finds errors of spelling or typos.
In that sense, each performs a different function and the
publication is immensely improved by their contributions. Kit
emails me his comments, while Pat phones in hers. The
interesting thing is that in making their corrections I always find
errors that we have all overlooked up until then. Further, in
phoning in the changes to Mountain Laurel Press, generally a
few more come to light. We aim for zero defects but a few hide
themselves until the magazine is published.
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Updates and Letters
Review No. 38 (Winter 2002) Persu, a Romanian Study of
Aerodynamics (p. 42)

According to the author, Ralf Kieselbach, the Persu
vehicle was on display at the Technical Muscum in Bucharest
and may still be .... " The editor can confirm that, as of his visi;
in September 2005, the car can be found on the ground floor of
the rather nondescript Technical Museum, located just inside the
gates of Carol I Park. A tarnished silvcr, the Persu machine is
not given a placc of honor but wcdged between two other
vehicles, one identi fied as a "Duesemberg."

Review No. 42 (Fall 2005)
Packard in Paris (p. 4)

This featured a sidcbar article from The New York Hemld
Paris, for October 3, 1913, which consisted largcly of an intervic~
with R. A. Goode, the managing director of the Paris office of the
Packard Motor Car Company (Fig.
I). Shortly thereafter, the company
magazine, The Packard, fcatured
an article in its January 1914 issuc
titled "Europe Yields to Packard
Invasion," and subtitled "Paris
Station Besieged By a Growing
Army of Tourists." The article
begins with a pun: "Monsieur
Goode sat at his desk in the Paris
service station and gazed dreamily
across the rue. And yet it was not a
rueful gaze," because of the
success of the business. The article
relates that Packard's office at 5 rue
Newton, "in the heart of the hotel
district," was acquired "a year
ago after an influx of tourists had
forced the conclusion that
roomier quarters were needed"
(Fig. 2).

Packard's Paris office accommodated both tourists
bringing their cars from the States, and those who wished to rent
a motor for touring on the continent. Packard's European Rental
Service had nine cars available to let out in 1913, and assisted in
mapping tours, arranging hotel accommodations, unraveling
customs requirements. "Gasoline, oil and tires are provided. You
assume no responsibilities." The chauffeurs spoke English and
other languages, and served as tour guides as well. Three more
cars were added for the 1914 season which "has not proved
sufficient" for the increased interest in European road travel.
The article notes that in response to requests for Packards on the
Riviera during the winter season, an office and garage in Nice
had been opened at 12 rue Halvey, Promenade des Anglais.
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Fig. 1 - Manager Goode.
1913 (from the editor's
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continued on page 31
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Little Cars on the Big Salt: MG and the
Bonneville Salt Flats

have reached a dead end and production was stopped. However,
with the aid of the Bonneville Salt Flats, the MG lived again.

The M.G. Car Company, formerly of Abingdon-on-
Thames, England, manufactured smallish, agile, sporting cars
based on drive trains from production cars of other makes or

models. It is most famous in the United
States for its series of post-World War II
sporting, spartan roadsters, beginning with
the TC (Fig. I), and continuing through
the TO, TF, A, and B series. The cars wcre
imported into the U.S. until 1980.

MG has always had a history as a
sporting marque easily adapted to
racing, being driven by such notables as
George Eyston, who also held the world
land speed record several times in the
1930s. Throughout the 1930s the MG set
speed records for its engine size,
sometimes holding several records, as it
was (and still is) the practice to go for
multiple records with one car and
several engines.

The two mistakes occurred about 25
years apart. The first was in the early
1950s. The post-war MG car was the
delight of many GIs returning from duty
in Europe. They were beautiful, handled
wonderfully, and gave a sporting feel to
driving that was entirely absent from
conventional American products. For a
very modest outlay, a person could
purchase an MG, a tweed cap, stringback
driving gloves, perhaps a pipe, and motor
along, contentedly looking down his
nose at the clumsy "Detroit iron," passed
so easily on winding roads. To be sure,
there were certain drawbacks. The cars
lacked wind-up windows, hadn't much of
a heater, and drivi ng on concrete
highways was in invitation to chipped
teeth (Fig. 2).

Eventually the drawbacks caught
up. While other British manufacturers were
turning out more modernized cars, and the
upstart Germans were marketing a new
sports car called the Porsche, MG made do
with cosmetic updates, sleeking up the
look a little, as with the TF, but doing
almost nothing to change the character of
the MG (Fig. 3). Sales plummeted.

By Ron Shook and Jessie Embry

MCCars
This is the story of an automobile maker which made the

same engineering and marketing mistake twice. The first time,
the M.G. Car Company, Ltd. was able to save itself with the aid
of the Bonneville Salt Flats. The second time, M.G. seemed to

THE M.G. MIDGET
SEHIES "T c."

TWO·SEATF.I!

Fig. I - The 1946 MC TC

Fig. 2 - The MC TD of/he early 19505.
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The First Wave: Goldie Gardner and
EX 135

One legendary MG driver was
Lieutenant Colonel A. T. "Goldie"
Gardner. Gardner started motor racing in
1924 and first uscd MGs in 1928. In 1938
he won the Scgrave Trophy for the most
outstanding performance by land, sea, or
air by going 186 mph in a I, 100 cc class
car on the autobahn in Germany. A year
later he set a new record on the autobahn
using a streamlined body developed and
patented by Reid A. Railton, who also
designed ears for Malcolm Campbell and
John Cobb. Gardner's 1938 car used an
MG K3 Magnette chassis and super-
charged production engines.' It was
designated EX 135. The EX stood for
"ex peri menta I."

Following World War II, Gardner
returned to racing, running his "famous
and almost veteran streamlined MG
record breaker on the Bonneville Salt
Flats." In one of those odd combinations
of fate, engines, drivers and chassis, MG
and Gardner got into a spat, and Gardner
put a developmental 4-cylinder Jaguar
engine in his chassis. Gardner averaged
176.69 mph at Jabbeke in Belgium.
Eventually, the storm blew over and when
Gardner went to the salt flats in 1951, he
was working with MG engineers.
Engineer Sydney Enever redesigned
Gardner's car, moving from the Jaguar
engine back to an MG supercharged TD
unit.' The car, still designated EX 135,
was sleek, low, and very fast for its size
(Fig. 5).

Gardner was the classic British racer.
He was interested in setting speed records,
and he felt that the salt flats were the best
place to top his 1939 Germany autobahn
speeds. On August 20, 1951, the 60-year
old Gardner raced his supercharged EX
135 on a 13-mile circular track and set six
international and ten American records.

According to the Salt Lake Tribune, "Gardner wasted little time
after reaching the track. He stepped into the racer, pulled
goggles over a white helmet, spun around the course in one
practice run-then went after the record. As he stepped from his
'bright green car,' Gardner declared, 'The track was perfect. I
enjoyed the ride. I'm sorry I couldn't go on longer.'" A plugged
oil line had stopped the run. Gardner went to Wendover to relax
when the crew changed the engine. But another run was not
possible. First, the timing devices failed. That was followed by a
"cloudburst [that] put two or three inches of water on the track.
... To make matters worse, lightning struck some wires, and the
timing instruments blew out again."J

Fig. 3 - /954 MG TF

Fig. 4 - 1955 MGA

MG's answer, once it decided to do something about it,
was two-pronged. The first move in its attack was to create an
entirely new car, the MGA (Fig. 4). Though it still had side
curtains instead of windows, and the heater still more of a
suggestion than a force, it was clearly a design for the times, and
eventually became one of the most successful sports car designs
of all time.

The second move was to make sure the world was aware
of the new MG. For this, the company needed the Bonneville
Salt Flats and some famous drivers. The cars were the legendary
EX models: EX 135, EX 179, and EX 181. The drivers were
Goldie Gardner, Phil Hill (America's top Formula I racer), and
the best of the racing world, Stirling Moss (Fig. 5).
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Fig 5 - EX /35.

Thc ncxt ycar Gardner returned to the salt flats. But the
fatcs were still being unkind. At one point, he skidded 2,000
yards, cutting his face and ncck when a mileage marker sign
smashcd through thc cockpit bubble at 160 mph. Gardner
insistcd that his injuries were not serious and determined to try
for more records after thc car was repaired. He was going 192
mph, fast enough to set a new land speed record for his class
when hc had cngine troublc. But the next day he set eight new
records. By the timc he was finished, he had set 17 records, one
morc than hc had in 1951. Molor declared that Gardner
"increased British prcstigc with some records at Utah, USA in
his Evcrgrecn MG Special."· Gardner's war injuries prevented
him from rcturning to the salt flats in 1953, and racecar retired
with him.

The Big Push: George Eyston, Phil Hill, Sterling Moss
amI the EX /79 and /81

MG returned to the salt flats, though, through the efforts
of Georgc Eyston. G.E.T. Eyston started racing on motorcycles,
later moving to automobiles, usually MGs. He is perhaps best
known for his duels with John Cobb for the ultimate land speed
record in thc 1930s, but he also made significant contributions
to MG and small-car racing. After the war, he served as an
advisor to Castrol Oil and later for other automobile and parts
companies.'

During the 1950s, Eyston combined his love for speed, the
Bonneville Salt Flats, and MGs. The company had undergone
some management changes in the years before the war. Cecil
Kimber, the founding spirit of MG, left in 1941, but according
to one study, his legend lasted for 20 years. While many car
makers had given up speed racing even in the 1930s, Kimber
"was the classic case of a tycoon who loved fast cars. He was
sure that sporting success should sell him more MGs, so his
involvement was a case of business with pleasure.""

The post-Kimber management did not agree with the
value of sports and stopped the development of racing autos,
concentrating on variations of its T series two-seaters. Thus,
while other companies, namely Triumph, were developing
sporting cars with sophisticated suspensions, tractable
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gearboxes, and such amenities as heaters
that worked, MG still produced cars that
were more and more archaic. By
1953,Triumph was taking over much of
MG's market. After the initial success of
the TC, MG had not made improvements
in sales, so it tried to get back into the
mainstream of the sporting world by
taking the TF 1250 and fitted a 1500cc
engine, making it the TF 1500. MG
historian F. Wilson McComb explained,
"It was only another stopgap expense, but
it renewed MGs sports imagc. Road &
Track, however, complained, "It was too
little too late so what?'"

At this time, there was another
MG management change, one more
inclined to look on racing favorably.
Eyston approached this new management
with an offer of commercial support from

Castrol Oil to develop a new experimental car.
The obvious choice would have been to update MG

EX 135, but there were problems with that solution. For one
thing, the EX 135 was Goldie Gardner's car, not MG's. For
another, though it was a marvel of engineering for its time, its
time was past. MG asked Enever to develop a new car,
designated EX 179. The MG management certainly didn't throw
money at the EX 179 project and it operated on a "scavengc and
build philosophy." A mechanic later bragged that the EX 179
was "not bad for a car made of scrap bits." Enever confirmed
that he used "cast off parts of the BMC MG sport car factory."
The frame was an MGA prototype, the suspension from an early
MG model, and the engines were "basically production units." A
SaIl Lake Tribune article proclaimed the car was "in the best
American hot-rod tradition.'"

MG hired famous racecar drivers from the United States and
Great Britain to drive the EX 179 at Bonneville, as much for their
fame as anything else. MG was making a major push to regain its
sporting image. In 1954 Eyston and Ken Miles of Los Angeles
drove the car for 12 hours and set eight international and 26
American class F records. Miles had for years raced a number of
MG specials in California, including the famous "Flying Shingle;'
so named because of its shape. According to an MG history, "Ken
Miles was one of the most capable drivers to ever take the wheel
of an M.G. His performance in specials as well as production cars
is legendary."" Two years later MG returned to the Bonneville Salt
Flats. Ken Miles and Johnny Lockett of Clever done, England, two
of the two most successful drivers of the MG Le Mans team, set 63
records for a Class F engine records.lo

The biggest year for MG racing at Bonneville was 1957.
The company shipped two cars to the flats-the EX 179 and
the newly completed EX 181. The EX 179 had dual purposes:
speed and publicity. It fulfilled Eyston's dream to continue to
set records but also provided advertisement for the MGA, a
car introduced in 1955 that was a significant departure from
the boxy, slab-sided T series MGs the public had come to
expect. The EX 181 was even faster, but it existed mainly for
publicity. It was a beautiful car, small and sleek. In the
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Fig. 6 - EX 181 .

museum where it now sits, it's dwarfed by the huge Land Speed
Record cars of the 1930s and 1940s. MG's design engineers
used a classic tear drop shape, one that they felt would
maximize the speed and minimize wind resistance. They called
it "the Roaring Raindrop." Sports Car Illustrated called it "a
ground missile of the most advanced type"" (Fig. 6).

MG built the car for one specific driver: Stirling Moss.
Moss was born in 1929 into an automobile racing family.
Some reports claim he learned to drive before he could spell
and he got his first car when he was ten. His first competitive
driving was in 1948 when he was 18 years old. Many consider
him the greatest race driver on all time, an expert at any kind
of driving, from Formula One to sports cars. Ironically, he
never won racing's greatest prize, the Formula One Driver's
championship.

And he was more than just a driver. A London newspaper
told Ken Purdy, the automobile journalist, that everyone in
England loved Moss. "It is because he was a knight in armor,
rushing out of the castle to do battle in foreign lands and coming
back, sometimes with the prize and sometimes without it,
sometimes bloody on his shield and sometimes not-but always
in a hurry to go back and have another bash at the heathen." He
became a household name in England. Even those who did not
watch racing knew him. "His name was everywhere. Even if he
failed to win, this was news. He sponsored advertisements, put
his name in articles in newspapers and magazines-became the
personification of speed."'2

According to Moss, in 1956 "John Thornley of MG ...
asked me to drive a new record-breaking car for them that they
were building and this I had agreed to do." Drawing on "a long
history of International Class records behind them," MG wanted
to break the records set by Goldie Gardner. However, to set
records with a small-engined car, everything has to be in perfect
order, and there were a number of hurdles to overcome. The first
was power. Did EX 181 have what it took to go nearly 250 mph?
This turned out to be not too much of a problem, as wind-tunnel
tests determined that EX 181 had the horses needed to go as fast
as EX 179 had, because of its slippery shape and extremely low
frontal area.
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A second problem was the tires. A
small car needs small tires and the Dunlop
IS-inch wheels were "incredibly small"
for 240 mph. The Bluebird's tires werc
four times that size. EX 181's tires werc
like the inner tubes of a bicycle whecl
"quite circular and complctely bald." The
contact area, the part of the tire that
actually touches the salt, was the size of a
penny. Even a touring car has a contact
patch the size of a hand. A third was
problem stopping the car. This was a real
concern, as it turned out, as the car was
equipped with only a single disc brake on
the rear axle of a vehicle with a whcel
base of just eight feet.

Finally, there was the problem of
where to put the driver. MG designed the
EX 181 so there was just room for Moss'

5 foot 7 inch frame. Moss recalled, "I had been up to Abingdon
in time to have my final fittings for my seating position although
sitting is hardly the right word. One practically lay down on the
job, reclining at a considerable angle, with one's head cocked
forward to see out and the steering-wheel almost parallel to the
ground by your knees. It seemed an almost lackadaisical
position in which to drive the thing." MG used the occasion of
Moss's "trying on the car for size" for publicity, making a film
which showed Moss arriving, casually removing his jacket,
climbing into the car, and then the space being carefully
measured.'J

Moss' fellow driver of the EX 181 was American driver
Phil Hill. If Moss is England's greatest driver, Hill is possibly
America's. He was the first American to win the Formula I
Driver's Championship. Hill began his career in cars when he
drove the family 1936 Oldsmobile around the block. He was
nine. That year his aunt gave him a Model T. He started racing
as a teenager although his parents opposed his hobby. He
participated in his first event in 1947 in an MG TC. When both
his parents died in 1951, he used his inheritance to buy a Ferrari.
Hill went on to win the Formula I world championship in 1961,
but in the 1950s he was the junior racer on the Ferrari Formula
One team. Hill finished third at the final race in the 1958 so that
his senior racing partner Mike Hawthorn could beat Moss to the
championship by one point. One history referred to race as the
"Phil-and-Stirling Show." Moss recalled, "Phil's a great
character to tease, a good sport."'"

George Eyston, architect of the record attempts in EX 179
and EX 181 came to the salt flats in August 1957 and summarized
the British Motor Corporation's plans. He planned to use the EX
179 to set a class G record held at that time by the Italian Fiat
Abarth at 105.9 mph. Stirling Moss would go for the class F
record in the EX 18\, and Eyston felt it would go over 250 mph."

On August 13, David Ash and Thomas Wisdom, an
English racing veteran, were the pilots for EX 179. Ash, a 35-
year old foreign car salesman from New York had, according to
an MG history, "accumulated many MG racing miles during his
career." The two drove the EX 179 for 12 hours and completed
1,417.5 miles, for a 118+ mph average, according to the Salt
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I"u!.e li'ihlllle report. '"Screaming through the timing traps
approC\imately evcry five minutes the raeing maehine ran
l~llIltlessly." It avcraged 40 miles per gallon. In I~let, the artiele
asserted that lhe race course showed more wear than the car.'"

The I:X 179 then tried for additional three and siC\ hour
records. \\ith Ash ;lIld Phil Ilill at the wheel. For the August 16
runs. Ash and Phil Ililleach drove threl' hours. This time the car
set nine international and 'iO American records despite
transmission problems.'

So much for the appl'lizl'rs. The main course was Stirling
!\loss am! I·,X I X I. Thl' e\l'nt was awash in hoopla. Western
Sa\ings in Salt Lake ('ity had a contest inviting people to '"win
a glamorous new M( iA sports car." The announcement of the
LX I X I races on the salt Ilats in 19'i7 proudly proclaimed that
"Moss recently won the (irand l'riC\ of I':urope held at Aintree.
I'ngland. and is rated the no. 2 driver in Europe behind
champion Juan Manuel Fangio."" The Sul/ I>ulle 7hhlllle carried
an article from the sports wires: '"Moss snares Italian (irand Prix
Win:' upsetting Fangio. It added, '"Moss, whose victory boosted
him from fi nh to second in world championship rankings. is due
to arrive on Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats Tuesday to attempt an
international e1ass I' speed record of 240 mph."

Anticipating the arrival of Stirling Moss, the nihllllC, not
content to depend on the Associated Press for news, sent
reporter Dennis Shattuck to the salt Ilats. Shattuck stayed at the
Ilats to watch Ilill drive the EX I X I. According to Fyston, "It
was a successful trial. and Ilill made two runs in accordance
with instrul'lions from Sydncy Ene\l'r and mysell'."'"

Hill described his run in the I X I, '"That was really
thrilling. I never thought it would be, just going in a straight line,
but it was terri fic. Really li·ightening. too I can't remember
any time I've been more frightened. because it lasts so long."
Like Moss. he found '"sitting up so 1~lr forward and not being
able to see anything but the ground in li'ont" awkward, But he
added. '"It was beautifully made compared to that other one, EX
179, which seemed sort of truck-like," The worse problem was
that a '"terrific volume of fuel came into the cockpit" as he tried
to stop. '"I got one good lungful of it. just enough to really
paralyse my breathing. and I suddenly realized I might not be
able to last out until the darn thing stopped. All I could do was
eC\hale and wait. ... it took about four or five kilometers to get
thc blessed thing stoppcd with just one puny little brake. and by
that time I was vcry woozy."'"

A ner Moss' arrival. Shattuck reported an interview with
'"(ireat Britain's foremost auto racing driver." lie described
Moss as a "personable. balding 27 years old." Moss told
Shattuck that the Clstest he had ever driven was 200 mph in a
British B R M on the Mora Italy race course. Moss said he had
few worries in a Grand f'riC\ race "tire wear. condition of the
course, the length of the race and numerous other little things."
lie said his biggest worry on the salt flats. where he had never
driven bdore was mechanical I~lilure. adding that while motor
racing was dangerous the problems could be controlled, Record
racing required him to go "all out and the margin of salCty is
reduced,"."

As was onen the case at the salt flats. Moss was ready, but
a rainstorm stopped his run. The last [lossible day that MG could
use the flats. conditions were still not ideal. but Moss asked to
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make a run. MG had hoped for more records, and Moss did not
disappoint. lIe set five international ones ineluding the flying
kilometer at 245.64 m[lh and the flying mile at 245, II m[lh.
Moss told reporters, "The car ran magnificently. I am very
gratdul to have the chance to drive it on the record runs."
Fyston added that he was "[lleased with the performance
particularly in view of the f~lct that the salt flats are not in the
best condition.""

Later Moss wrote about his experiences. He remembered
that when the mechanics [lut on the canopy atler he entered the
car, "It comes down with a sort of 'clunk: and then you really
appreciate that you are shut inside the thing. Then off you go,
very gently on the throttle. You have to wait unti I you arc doing
about 200 m[lh before you can put your foot down in top gear,
because otherwise the car would snake with its very narrow
track at the back and the low friction co-efficient as well as all
that power gctting through those small wheels."

Moss said the first run went fine. He got up to 6.900 rpm.
In the second run he lost third gear and going from second to top
fouled the spark [llugs. "Being a rccord engine it was running on
alcohol and was a bit fussy." Stop[ling "was quite a drill"
because of the single brake. It took three miles. He had to brake
slowly so the wheels did not lock up and he could not use the
gears to help slow down. He cut the ignition, put the gear into
neutral and [lut his foot on the accelerator to prevent a "blow-
back" which could destroy the engine. Phil Hill had warned him
of the gas fumes that might get into the car. Following Hill's
instructions, Moss held his breath until the fumes cleared. "The
distance too is very deceptivc and I remember roaring [last my
sto[l[ling point ... with everyone waving t11eir arms at me."

Recalling the events at Bonneville. Moss eX[llained, "I
heaved a sigh of enormous relief when it was over." Moss
concluded that the eX[lerience was "the most frightening
eX[lerience that I have had with everything going well. There are
frightening moments in a race when things go wrong but this
was frightening when all was welL""

In 1959 Moss agreed to return to the salt flats to break
more records, Moss' time was limited. He came alter he ran at
Monza and before he drove at the Gold CU[l Race at Oulton
Park. As he headed for Utah. Moss said. "Remembering it all
again as we flew along. I wondered why I had agreed to do it.
However, luck was with me, as the weather was bad' We had
phoned Captain Eyston from Los Angeles and he had told us not
to come for a few days as conditions were impossible." Moss
went to Las Vegas where he enjoyed the all-day, all-night life.
the shows. and the gambling. "It was too good to last and we had
a call to go to Salt Lake; on arrival conditions had changed again
and I flew back to England. somewhat relieved. leaving Phil IIill
to drive the car when the weather permitted:"~ Conditions
eventually did improve. and Phil Hill set six new international
class E records. going over 250 mph on the flying mile and
kilometer along with others. As the engine size was di frerent,
the records Moss set in 1957 in class F still stood."

The second time around

In 1962. the M.G. Car Company introduced the MGB
(Fig. 7). It was larger. heavier. more powerful. and more
civilized than the MGA. For one thing. it had windows that
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Fig. 7 - The MGB a/the /960s.

wound up. It would prove to be also one of the most popular
designs in the world. It was produced until 1980.

MG enthusiasts, however, divide the MGB era into two
distinct parts. The first was from the introduction of the B until
1974, a period of 12 years. The second was from 1974 until the
end of production in 1980. What differentiates them are the
changes MG made to make the post-1973 cars meet U.S.
regulations. The factory jacked up the whole car and added a
large, rubber, integrated bumper/grill housing apparatus that
was, the only word, ugly. Handling and esthetics suffered.
Putting a rubber bumper on a 12-year-old design was eerily
reminiscent of the way that MG integrated the headlights into
the fenders of the MG TF hoping that the public wouldn't notice
that it was still the same old design. Production declined, and in
1980, the manufacturer, by now the MG Division of British
Leyland Corp., Ltd., ceased production of its sports model.

And that would seem to be the end of it. Except that it
wasn't. There are thousands of MG enthusiasts around the
world, who were very vocal in their disappointment, causing
British Leyland (BL) to realize "that the MG name was a
valuable commodity. While it was thought that MG as a sports
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car was dead, the name lived on,
being carried by a number of BLs
sporting saloons." In fact, the
reports of MG 's death as a sports car
manufacturer were premature, and a
new incarnation MG, as part of the
Rover Group, started producing new
sports car in 1992, the MG RV8,
and, later, the MG F'"

So now MG had a new sports car.
Taking a lesson from the past, MG
turned to Bonneville again. In what
was clearly intended to provide a
Iink with the past, Rover brought a
modified MGF to the salt flats in a
low-key effort to set a speed record.
The reports clearly and explicitly
tied the return of the MG to the
historic record-breaking runs of
Goldie Gardner, Stirling Moss and
Phil Hill. The name of the project
was EX-F, echoing the names of the
EX 135, EX 179, and EX 181. The
size of the engine was in the same
range as the older EX models,
differing only in the advantages of
35 years of technology, the engine
being turbocharged instead of
supercharged. To underscore the
similarity, two pictures were
published side by side in the
newspaper report. The first was the
famous photo of Stirling Moss
drinking a Coca-Cola after his
record 1957 run. Beside it is the
identical pose, only the time is 1997,
the driver is Terry Kilbourne, and
the car is the EX-F Not subtle." .

To underscore their connection with Bonneville, the
company, now called MG Rover, brought another MG to the salt
flats in 2003. This time, the MG was a station wagon. It went
more than 225 mph, and the company applied to the Guinness
Book of World Records as the fastest station wagon in the world.
Again, there are the explicit tie-ins to the EX attempts. The press
release notes:

Their reasoning was four-fold: to leverage MG's illustrious

Bonneville history which dates back to 1951 and a string of

records; to demonstrate the fundamental qualities of strength

and safety inherent in the MG ZT range; to halo the

introduction of some exciting new V8-powered MG models

and to support engine development work for the planned ultra

high performance versions of MG's X Power SV sports car.

"This is not just about setting world records, this is about

testing MG's vehicles to their limits, in some of the most

extreme conditions you can find in the world. The added

challenges of meeting strict technical and safety regulations

which are set by the Southern California Timing Association
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1ll,lke our aehievelllent of ~~5.609 Illph with a virtually
stoek 1\1(; ZI~T all the nwre satisljing." says Peter Stevens.

1\1( j can trace its land speed racing roots back to the
early I 'nos and its Bonneville roots back to I ')51 when Lt.
Col A. T. "(joldie" (iardner ran a streallliiner powered by a
nank-driven supercharged production I~50 cc 4-eylindn
[vI( ; I'D engine. (iardner pl'lllned ,Ill assault on nUlllerous
records. both in a straight line and around a specially
surl;ll'l'd IO-Illile cirnilar course. Despill' rain cutting short
thl' atll'lllpts, at the end of the week he had aCCUlllulall'd a
total or 16 records with a Llsll'st run slightly over 145 Illph.

hnl10us nailles such as Stirling l\1oss and Phililill have
set rl'Cords driving I()I' l\1(j in the harsh and l'hallenging
en\ ironillent of the lIt,lh salt desert. Daily teillperatures of
Illore than 100 (kg 13X deg C. the high altitude and the low
grip surl;lCe or the sillooth salt have always Illeant that high-
spl'l'd record breaking ,It Bonneville is never easy."

The reports themselves arc reminiscent of the published
accounts of the e1assie record attempts. The salt flats arc still
capricious. The weather decides whcther you will race or not.

11 11.1' tlte BOl1l1el'ille ,S'alt Flats

Like those going for the Land Speed Record, MCi came to
the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah to set the records. Why did the
cOlllpany pack up cars, Illechanics, crews, and drivers to cross an
ocean and nearly a continent'!

There were several reasons though for taking the cars to
the salt tlats. First. tracks in Furope were Illarginal for the speeds
that MC; hoped to attain. Although Stirling Moss had gone ISO
Illph he had not gone the 245 Illph that he went on the salt flats.'"
Sl'eomL speed was not the only concern; safety was also a factor.
When askcd why the cars went to the salt tlats, an MC; test driver
seeilled surprised to be asked the question, and said it was for
the tires of course. The salt is good to tires, helping to keep them
cool. a I~tct that British Land Spced Record drivers in the 19]Os
often eOllllllented on. In addition, there was room to make
mistakes on the salt tlats. On a race course or a section of
Autobahn, if a driver deviates from the line or goes into a skid,
at the very best the car would be badly damaged. At Bonneville,
a car could skid for miles and never hit anything.

Third, thc Bonneville Salt Flats seem to have a special
place in the minds of the British. Aner all, it was there that they
set so many records in the "Ciolden ha," of land speed racing,
the years 1935-47. (ieorge I;yston especially loved the salt flats.
According to Cieolhey I lea ley, I·:yston drove "straight to the salt
flats, Ltlling on his knees, kissing the salt surf~tee and going into
a trance."'" Stirling Moss wrote that he was "extremely I(xtunatc"
to have Lyston in charge because his "knowledge of the salt was
invaluable. lie seemed to be on ('hristian name terms with each
individual grain of the stufr."" The ,";al/ Lake Trihlllle agreed in
1957: "Eyston is no stranger to the salt. Most of his world speed
records have been set on the Utah wastelands. lie knows the
conditions and limitations probably beller than anyone
else.'" .

That attitude to the salt tlats carried over to the attempts of
the !990s and on into the new millennium. There were, however,
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some powerful and non-race-related reasons for going to
Bonneville. The major goal of MG's attempts was getting good
advertising copy. In the 19]Os the salt flats becamc "the" place
to set records. So, as one Englishman explained, cars could set
records in Wales but thc place to race was Bonneville if you
were serious. The l3ritish newspaper and magazine audiences
knew the salt flats. They might not be able to place it exactly
(One label on a British LSR in a museum notes that the
Bonneville Salt Flats arc "near Utah"), but they could visualize
the place. In the United States, we can all see Stonehenge in our
mind's eye, but would be hard pressed to locate it on a map of
England. Bonneville is much the same for Brits. It's a mystical
place that exists somewhere in thc western U.S.

The combination of the cxotic, open, empty place and the
presence of the national motor car hero Stirling Moss attracted
MCi car buycrs both in England and the Unitcd States. While
Alo1or and The AII/oear carricd vcry few MG advertisements,
there were a few that listed the records on the salt flats. Equally
as important for the company (and less expcnsive) was the
widcspread coverage given the speed events in all sorts of
media. Similarly, reports on thc more contemporary attempts
strcss the fact that Bonneville is the best place to test high
performance cars. The fact that EX-F had gone 217 mph was
less important to the public than the fact that it had done so on
the Bonneville Salt Flats.

The cxport market was also important, as American
drivcrs were beginning to discover thc joys of driving small,
nimble cars. Following World War II, young Americans returned
home exposed to the evils of war but at the same time aware of
foreign markets and new products. Service men fell in love with
l3ritish sport cars, including the MG TC. As a 199 I Classic alld
Spor/ Car explained, in the 1950s, "Yanks were rich and would
buy anything new that moved on four wheels," adding, that MG
"didn't create the post war sales boom, but it was among the
pioneers."" l3uyers enjoyed "the sheer joy of driving a taut and
responsive little car and flying through the curves just as fast it
would go." An American driver Warren Weith described the MCi
as "a way of life. A wildly diflcrent car that you jazzed around
in on week days and raced on weekends, a moving spot of color
in a still drab postwar landscapc."'"

MG, like other British cars, was eager to take advantage of
this new market. In postwar England, there was still a shortage
of steel, and the government gave allotments based on exports.
MCi built on that export market. Before World War II, MG had
produced a total of only 22,500 cars. After the war, the company
made a total of 750,000 cars in Abingdon, and 75 percent were
for the U.S. market. In 1956, for example, Abingdon produced
13,000 MGAs and a total of 20,000 cars, 15,000 for export.
Most went to thc United States. ,')'por/s Cars 1IIIIs/ra/ed
explained that "MG forms the backbone of the sports car market
in the United States.""

The American automobile magazines did not mention the
Bonneville records very often. An exccption was 1957 when
Road & Track published "Grain, Salt, and 245 mph" praising the
EX 181. Author Russ Kelly suggested that when MG announced
it could raise the class F record to over 240 mph many felt it was
"over-optimistic." But once the car arrived and Hill started
testing it. the only problem was the weather. The speed seem cd
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conservative. While the design was unique, as "with previous
MG record cars, the layout of machinery has been substantially
orthodox." After describing the records, Kelly concluded, "With
this beautifully exceutcd little car, BMC has brought a great dcal
of interest and excitement back into record breaking."'" Road &
Track and Sj)()rls Car Classic carried advertisements, often on
the inside front cover, for MG. These advertisemcnts rarely
mentioned the U.S. Bonneville connection, though, bccause
until the 1960s MG used its British ads in all countries including
the United States."

While Amcrican magazines did not carry a lot of articles,
daily newspapers did. The Sail Lake Trihune did not have a lot
of advertisements for MG; there was not even an MG dealership
in Salt Lake City. But the paper carried the Associated Press
articles and occasionally sent a reporter. Just getting the word
out was important. Geoffrey Healey explained that after the
Austin Healey set records the company's publicity agcnts Austin
of England and Art Schecter and Associates of New York "did
an excellent job of informing America and the rcst of the world
of the A-H achievcment." In addition, thc woman at the
Bonneville Salt Flats tclephoned and telegrammed everyone. As
a result, "Evcryonc was happy cspecially those who sold Austin
Healey." Geoflrey Healey concludcd. "The publicity generated
for the new Austin Healey by the record breaking feats was
enormous and very wclcome.""

In 1959 Road & lI'(Jck and Sj)()rls Car lllusiraled reported
an MGA's efforts on the salt. "Journalists Dean Batchelor and
.lim Frostrom arrived with an MGA which had been spirited
from a dealer without informing him the car was to run through
the Bonneville clocks. Thc idea was to demonstrate what the
average consumer might cxpect fi'om an MGA bought oil' the
showroom floor." Thcy drove the car across country and then
made 20 runs on the salt flats. After making a varicty of
modi fieations, they increased their speed from their first run of
X9 mph to 101, "a lCat that could be duplicated by any MG-A."
This was not a record; sports cars drove much f~lster than that
during Speed Week. But Batchelor and Frostrom were
impressed that their MGA could go over 100 mph. ,"

Since MG no longer exported cars to the U.S., why did the
company continue to focus on the Bonneville Salt Flats in 1997
and 2003? Wc can only guess that it was for the publicity that a
successful record attempt had generated for the marque over the
course of half a century. Sadly, it did not contribute to the
bottom line in a material fashion and the nletory closed its doors
once again in 2005.
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more general magazines.
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EDITOR'S NOTES-continued

Fig. 2 ~ Packard"s Paris headquarters at 5 rue Newton, 1913. From the editor's collection.

Owners bringing their Packards from the States were well
treated. "Many of them have their mail sent to the service station
where it is forwarded. As an information bureau, the office
combines the knowledge of a Baedecker with cheerful
willingness equaling that of the pre-Christmas juvenile."

An ad facing the article bragged that "An enumeration of
American cars at touring centers abroad, as reported by the Paris
edition of the New York Herald, shows the total of Packard
registrations for the season of 1913 to be greater than the total
of all other cars listed. The Packard registrations are seventy-
eight per cent greater than those of any other make."

The story of Packard in Paris in the early days is an
interesting one. Alas, the summer of 1914 was probably not as
good as the year before, and we wonder whether Mr. Goode
returned to his native Iowa, or continued with Packard in some
other capacity after the outbreak of the Great War in August of
that year.

Arthur Jones provided the following account of how
Packard came to Paris in the first place.

Packard Motor Car Company of Paris, 177 Boulevard
Pereire, was set up by the parent company in 1907 to provide
service and parts to American owners who brought their cars to
Europe for touring on the continent. Few American high-price
cars were exported at that time, especially to France, the home
of the world's most respected makes.

In April 1911, concurrent with the introduction of its new
six-cylinder model, Packard decided it was in a position to
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compete successfully in the international luxury market and
moved to establish a worldwide sales organization. They
announced their entry into the French market in a release to The
Horseless Age:

Packard Entering Foreign Field

In extending its sales activities to the French capital the
Packard Motor Car Co. has departed from long established
policy which limited its field to the United States, Canada
and Mexico. Herbert Hughes, who had come up through
the Packard shops and now ranks as a technical expert, will
look after the selling end of the enterprise in Paris as well
as aiding Packard tourists in getting through the red tape of
the Continent.

Up to the present time the Packard establishment in
Paris has been devoted to extending service to owners who
had taken their cars abroad. A growing demand for its cars
in France, encouraged by Packard tourists, has influenced
the company to extend its sales operations to French
territory. The practice of selling a car completely equipped
is held to appeal to French buyers who are accustomed to
have a figure quoted for the chassis, and to pay
supplemental prices for bodies, tops and tires.

The move to Paris is coincident with a venture in
Buenos Ayres. Louis R. Mack, recently associated with

continued on page 47
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Mann and Overton and the Austin 12/4:
How a Dealership Affected the Future of the

London Taxicab
by Bill Munro

Introduction

This is the story of
how an "American" car
became the source of the
most successful prewar
London taxicab. It is also
the story of how a family-
run dealership brought that
cab to the market and in
doing so became one of
the most important names
in the London cab trade.
The quotation marks around
the word "American" are
deliberate. The car was the
1919 Austin Twenty,
marketed as "Austin's
American car," but to say
that at this point is to
recount the story from a
point more than two
decades after its beginning.

John James Mann, a native of Manchester, England, was
living in Paris in 1898, buying cars and shipping them over to
sell in London (Fig. I). John Thomas Overton's family were
farmers in Sutton, Surrey, but Tom, as he was called, had
become fascinated by motor cars and decided to go to Paris to
learn all about them (Fig. 2). In 1899 the two men met and
formed Mann and Overton's Ltd., gaining the British concession
to sell Hotchkiss, Mercedes and Georges-Richard cars.

Fig. I - J J Mann. Besides being
a partner in Mann and Overton :S,
he became works manager of the
Manchester carjirm a/Marshall.

Author's collection.

The Early Years of the London Motor Cab

London saw its first motor cab, a Prunel, put on test by the
London Express Motor Service Ltd. in late 1903. In a country
where the motorcar was regarded with much suspicion, investors
were reluctant to venture into the cab business, with only ten
motor cabs of various makes on the streets of the capital by the
end of 1905. Regulations governing the construction of
London's horse cabs, the Conditions of Fitness, had been in
existence since 1679, and in 1906 the Public Carriage Office
(PCO), the division of the Metropolitan Police that controlled
London's cabs, wrote new regulations for motor cabs. ] ust two
years previously, Parliament had passed the first national law
concerning motor vehicle design, the Motor Cars (Use and
Construction) Act. It specified certain standards for brakes,
lamps, tires and steering, and laws for the behavior of drivers.
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The new Conditions of
Fitness went further than
the national laws, speci-
fying such rules as the
location and construction
of fuel tanks and the
insulation of electrical
wiring. The regulations
also demanded a 25-foot
diameter turning circle
and a ten-inch ground
clearance. The turning
circle was put in place
because cabs were
forbidden to park by the
curb in a street that had
shops. They had to be
stationed in the center of
the road and if a passenger
wanted to go in the
opposite direction from
the way the cab faced, a
botched three-point turn

in what was then a very crude vehicle could cause an
unnecessary delay to London's chaotic traffic. And if a
pedestrian were to be run over, the high ground clearance would
spare the injured from further harm from the mechanicals of the
cab.

All this was for less than 100 motor cabs working
alongside more than 10,000 horse cabs, but it was in late 1906
that the London cab trade was rocked by a French invasion. The
Compagnie Generale des Voitures, based in Paris, built a
massive new cab garage in Brixton, South London. Through
1907 the new organization, the General Cab Company, put 500
Renault cabs on the streets.

Fig. 2 - Tom Overton. Tom S·
grandson Andrew Overton is a

director London Taxis
International, thefirm that

bought Mann and Overton in
1985. Author's collection.

Enter the Unic

In 1904 Georges Richard left the car company he had
formed in France with his brother Max to set up on his own.
With finance from Baron Henri de Rothschild he built a factory
in Puteaux, a Paris suburb, and made a single model, the
10/12hp Unic. The cars Max Richard continued to make with
his engineer Henri Brasier would now be badged as Richard-
Brasier. Mann and Overton's had sold Richard-Brasiers for cab
work, but soon made an agreement with Georges Richard to
sell the Unic. The 2-cylinder 10/12 Unic was solid and reliable.

Automotive History Review
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Figure 3a - This adverlisemenl which appeared in 1'lIlustration is undated.
From the editor's collection.
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Johnston factory in Glasgow as a British-made
alternative to the Unic but the war held up its
progress unti I 1919. Beardmore, the largest
industrial complex in Scotland with a massive
shipyard and steel foundry, claimed the cab was
the first to be designed in direct cooperation with
the PCO. It became the most popular cab despite
its high initial cost of ovcr £600 ($2,400). Several
other models appearcd, including the Fiat IT. This
was of prewar origins and Fiat soon replaced it
with a new model that did not comply with the
Conditions of Fitness. In 1922 the Chicago-based
Yellow Cab appeared, built in Canada for London
by John Hertz, and operated by W. & G. DuCros,
which had previously concentrated on Napiers and
Panhards. The cheap I 1.4 hp Citroen cab was
introduced in 1923 and in 1925 the Hayes, a cab
using a chassis built by the Canadian wheel maker
and a Continental enginc, came onto the market.
Mann and Overton's resumed selling a revised
version of the prewar 12/16 Unic, despite it being
an Edwardian vehicle, from new premises in
Battersea Bridge Road, South London (Fig. 4).

Yellow Cab and Hayes did not last long. In
1927 Hayes was merged with the K-H (Kelsey
Herbert) Wheel Corporation to form Kelsey-Hayes

and presumably the new company decided to abandon such a
small-scale venture and use a Canadian factory to make wheels.
Yellow Cab was bought by General Motors in 1925 and its
interest in the tiny London market vanished.

In the mid-1920s there were still a lot of prewar cabs on
the roads: their owners were unable to afford replacements due
to the adverse economic conditions that prevailed throughout
Britain in the 1920s. The Home Office, as the body directly
responsible for London's Metropolitan Police and thus the PCO,
controlled London cab fares, and the Home Secretary, Sir
William Joynson-Hicks, proposed to reduce them as a way to
give the trade more work. What Sir William didn't realize was
that the people who used cabs were doing less business and less
socializing because of the prevailing depressed economic
conditions and were using the cheap, reliable Underground
Railway and electric tramcars for transportation instead. A fare
reduction was totally opposed by the trade who demanded a
better choice of cheaper cabs. Sir William, "J ix," as the cab trade
nicknamed him, decided to offer his own solution-a two-seater
cab which would be cheaper to make that would run at a lower
fare to encourage more passengers. The trade fiercely resisted
the introduction of two-seaters, nicknamed "Jixis" after their
mentor, and when no more than two prototypes appeared f1'om
makers of dubious solvency and commitment the idea was
abandoned. However, Sir William had his revenge by cutting
fares regardless.

Uncertainty over the Jixis was discouraging to any
domestic makers who might have been interested in the cab
market but by far the biggest factor was that car design had
outrun the Conditions of Fitness. The market was too small to
interest the big UK makers in making a specialist vehicle. They
were the people with the engineering expertise and the ability to

Fig. 3b - The Unic 12/16 was one a/the most success/it! pre- World War I cabs,
selling well in Britain and France. When the bigjleets began to disband in 1911,
Mann and Overton s turned to individual owner-drivers or proprietors a/small

jleets, such as the characters shown here, as their customers.
Bryan Goodman Collection.

It and the later 4-cylinder 12/16, designed in co-operation with
Mann and Overton's to meet the Conditions of Fitness became
the most numerous make of London cab with 2,500 in use by
1911 (Figs. 3a and 3b). John.J. Mann had taken a back seat to
the London operation, leaving it to Tom Overton and his
brother Will. Sadly, Mann would not live to see this great
expansion in his company's business. III health forced him to
pull out of all business activities and he died in 1908. He was
not out of his 30s.

London experienced a boom in the motor cab business,
with nearly 4,000 in service by the end of 1909, mostly
operated by large companies such as W & G Du Cros, run by
the sons of Harvey Du Cros of the Dunlop tire company, who
had over 1,000 Napiers and Panhards. There was, however,
trouble brewing. Industrial and social unrest hit Britain after
1910. A major strike by cabmen in 1913 over how much they
should pay for gasoline resulted in most of the big cab fleets
cutting down or going out of business. [n 1910 there had been
over 30 makes of cab on the market. In 1914, before the
Kaiser's army swept into France there was just one: Unic. After
August 1914 even that source dried up.

The Great War had a traumatic effect on the already
damaged London cab trade. The Army requisitioned a large
number of cabs and by 1918 the total number left in on the streets
was less than half of the prewar level. After the war huge strides
were made in the development of the motor car but the Public
Carriage Office did not update the Conditions of Fitness to
accommodate this progress. After World War [ most
manufacturers would lose interest in this small specialist market.

The 1920s: A Hiatus in Development

The first new model to appear after the war was the
Beardmore Mk I. It had begun life in 1915 at the old Arrol-
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Superintendent Claro. He reported
that of the four makes then
approved only the Beardmore Mk
11, introduced in 1924, was readily
available (Fig. 5). The Citroen was
in limited supply. The chassis was
made in Paris but it was nearing the
end of its production life and the
new British factory at Slough,
Buckinghamshire, was either not
able or not willing to provide a
modified version of the new 13/30
chassis. The Hayes was almost
unobtainable. The Unic was ancient
and expensive at £625 but the
company had ceased production of
the model by 1926 and Mann and
Overton's had given up their
dealership of Unic cars and trucks.
However, they had stockpiled a
quantity of chassis for the
immediate future.

The Committee asked the
Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders to find manufacturers
who might be interested. Three
companies responded but only
Miles Thomas of Morris and Ted
Grinham of Humber attended. Both
agreed that tlle ground clearance,
the turning circle and the fuel tank
location were the main obstacles,
but Grinham thought that in any
case Humber could not make a cab
for under £800 ($3,886). (The
Humber 14/40 sedan then cost £575
($2,793) where a Morris Oxford
cost £220 ($1,069). And it was the
chassis, with its specific re-
quirements that was the big
obstacle. Building a cab body, with
any number of coachbuilders
desperate for work, was no
obstacle, technical or financial, at
all.

The Committee finally agreed
to lower the ground clearance to
seven inches, but for safety reasons
would not allow the relocation of
the fuel tank to the rear of the
vehicle. The Committee was split
over the issue of the turning circle
but resolved not to change it.
Superintendent Claro was opposed

to its abolition, going on record as saying that the mobility of the
cab was its greatest asset. The new Conditions of Fitness,
incorporating these changes, would take effect on April 30,
1928.

Fig. 4 - The post-war Ullic 12/16 was velY much the same vehicle as the pre-war version,
although/illed with a center-change transmission, a different radiator and a slightly more
lIlodern hodI'. A cOlltelllp0/'{I/:JJa/the Model T Ford, some 12/16 Unics were still working in

London as late as 1938. "Taxi" Newspaper.

fig. 5 - 011 the le/i, London:1' newest cab/or 1924, the Mk II Beardmore "Supa" Alongside it is
an interlopel: a French-built Berliet "Jixi,"just one a/two prototypes built.

"Taxi" Newspaper.

harness economies of scale and thus make cheaper cabs, but
how could the PCO bring them in?

The Home Office set up a Committee of Enquiry into the
Conditions of Fitness, chaired by the new PCO boss,
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Fig. 6 - The Morris-Commercial G- Type taxicab was introduced in
1928,just prior to the introduction of the amended Conditions of
Fitness. The cab has neither headlights nor finnt wheel brakes, as

both were then banned by the Public Carriage Office. They
reckoned headlights would dazzle other drivers andfour-wheel
brakes would encouragefilrious driving! Author's collection.

The 1930s: A Viable New Cab at Last

Mann and Overton's had a dealership in Manchester and in
the late 1920s began supplying Austin 12/4s for cab work there.
The Austin was economical, reliable, and, thanks to the sheer size
of Austin's operations, very serviceable. By the end of the 1920s
Austin was the second largest car manufacturer in the UK. It was
making three models including "Austin's American Car," the 3.6-
liter "Twenty." It was called this not only because it was of
American proportions but also because Herbert Austin had driven
a Hudson through the Great War and had been impressed by the
way it was engineered for production with what Laurence
Pomeroy of The Autocar magazine called a "fewness of parts."
Austin adopted this principle as far as he could for the Twenty.

The Twenty was too big for the UK, where cars were taxed
annually on engine size and gasoline was expensive. In addition,
postwar inflation made the Twenty quite expensive, £625 in
1919 for the Laundalette, rising to £875 the next year. Except for
Australia, it was also too expensive for the British Empire
market, competing against cheap, rugged US makes. It
continued in UK production but a scaled-down version, the 1.8-
liter 12 was designed. This would also be a rival for the Morris
Cowley, which was taking huge chunks out of Ford's dominance
of the market.

But why was Mann and Overton's able to sell Austin 12
taxicabs in Manchester and other UK provincial towns and cities
but not London? The licensing of hackney cabs in the provinces
is governed by different regulations from those for London.
These are part of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 and they are
what are known as enabling regulations. They allowed but did
not compel local police commissioners to license cabs in their
area and gave them the option of which vehicles they should
license, Thus provincial cabs did not need to comply with
London regulations.

Already by the start of 1929 the new Conditions of Fitness
were beginning to achieve results. The Morris-Commercial
G-Type cab from Morris's light truck factory appeared in
January (Fig. 6) and in May Beardmore introduced its Mk 1lI
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Hyper model. Soon after, the man who had taken over dealership
of Unic cars and trucks for Britain, Ernest Mepstead, introduced
a new cab based on the latest Unic car which he named the KF I.
Of the first year's production, 898 were cabs sold in the capital
in 1929, close to the 1,000 a year figure that the PCO though
necessary to maintain the I 1,000 strong flcct, where each cab
would have a ten-year working lifc.

In 1929 Mann and Overton's were in a difficult situation.
Stocks of the 12/l6hp Unic chassis had not run out but sales had
come to a standstill in the face of the new competition. Tom
Overton's business interests had switched to real estate and his
brother Will took over the firm with his cousin Herbert Nicholls.
Will Overton felt that thc Austin 12/4 could be could be
modified to meet the new Conditions of Fitness. The chief
designer at Austin, a Mr. Harfield, agreed but the final decision
rested, however, with Sir Herbert Austin. Overton took his
chance and went up to Longbridge to see if the head man would
agree to supply him with chassis.

Sir Herbert had a number of London dealers to whom he
was very loyal and had no wish to take on another. Believing this
was what Will Overton wanted, Sir Herbert kept him waiting all
day and it was only as Sir Herbert was leaving that Overton
managed to confront him and say that he was not there on a
fool's errand-he didn't want to sell passenger cars. He wanted
Austin to make taxicabs and he wanted to order 500 chassis. Sir
Herbert realized Overton's sincerity and agreed to supply
chassis modified to meet the Conditions of Fitness.

In late 1929 the PCO gave the Austin 12/4 cab chassis
type approval (the car was renumbered "12/4" as it had a
4-cylinder engine, and 6-cylinder engines of similar size were
being introduced by many makers). It was officially introduced
in 1930 from Mann and Overton's premises at Battersea Bridge
Road, with the first vehicle delivered on June 7. As Austin was
only supplying the chassis, Mann and Overton's had to get some
coachbuilders on board. The first 12/4 was fitted with a Dyer
and Holton body but it would be two makers, Strachan
(pronounced "strawn") and Jones, whose bodies were the most
popular in the catalogue. Vincent's of Reading also produced
popular bodies. Austin's model code for the cab chassis was HL.
The cab trade, fond of nicknames, saw how tall it stood and
christened it the "High Lot."

A healthy number of271 Austin cabs were sold in the first
half-year against annual sales of 535 for Beardmore, Morris-
Commercial, and the KF I combined (Fig. 7). 196 Austin chassis
were sold to the London General Cab Company. The "General"
had operated Citroens in the 1920s but they were aging and
Citroen's new UK factory at Slough was not prepared to adapt
the new model to meet the regulations. In 1928 there were no
cheap new cabs to be had so the General designed its own with
the latest Citroen engine and a body rebuilt from those taken
from the first of old I 1.4 hp Citroens that were being taken out
of service. As more I 1.4 hp Citroens bodies were taken out of
work the bodies were removed and put into storage. However,
the General considered that buying the Austin 12/4 was a much
better option than small-scale manufacture so it brought in
Austin chassis and fitted them with the old Citroen bodies. The
General's drivers gave the odd-looking new cabs, 196 in all, the
nickname "Chinese" Austins because they had seen how
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Fig. 7 - An advertisementfi'Om "The Steering Wheel", a prominent London
cab trade paper o/October 1930, showing the new Austin 12/4 cab.

Author's collection.

Fig. 8 - A "Chinese" Austin. photographed at the London General Cab
cOIi/palll':~ premises ill Brixtoll. South LOlldon. Vintage Taxi Spares.
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Chinese immigrants could mix western ways into their
own culture in ways curious to English eyes (Fig. 8).

Mann and Overton's increased Austin sales to 400
in 1931 against 243 others, including the new Morris-
Commercial G2. Morris-Commercial was moving pro-
duction to a new factory and supplies would be severely
hit during the move. Beardmore's fortunes had declined in
the Depression as a result of the 1929 Wall Street Crash
and the whole complex was being broken up. The taxicab-
making business was viable but there were doubts about
the cab's availability and sales were hit.

In 1932 Britain's economy remained depressed.
Just 309 Austin cabs were sold in comparison with 204
others. 1933 was a pivotal year for Mann and Overton's,
which found itself in an enviable position, with a very
salable cab, in this case the revised TT model with a four-
speed transmission that had syncromesh on third and
high gear, and almost no competition (Fig. 9). The
directors of Beardmore's taxicab-making business had
conducted a management buyout and moved production
from Glasgow to North London. There was a new model
in the pipeline but it would not be ready until later in the
year. There was also a new Morris-Commercial with a
2-liter flathead six, but availability of this would have
been initially low. The KF 1 proved unreliable and was no
longer available. 834 Austins were sold compared with a
total of 128 by other manufacturers.

Austin's success was not due to the scarcity of
competition alone. It was a successful cab in its own
right. The big fleet owners, the "cab masters," liked it
because Austin was a big, stable company, the cab was
reliable, the spares were readily available and, thanks to
mass production, it was cheap. Mann and Overton's
could supply a 12/4 cab complete with body for £395
($1,385) but it could also supply the bare chassis which
Morris-Commercial, a division of the vast Nuffield
Organization, Britain's biggest maker, did not. Nor did
Beardmore. Beautifully built and mechanically modern
as they were, they cost £480. ($1,684) Buying bare
Austin chassis allowed fleet owners to build their own
bodies or negotiate a rate with their choice of
coachbuilder, which kept their capital outlay low. Here at
last was a cheap, serviceable vehicle that the cab masters
could buy with confidence.

The "Low Loader": The Definitive J 2/4

1934 would be the last year of the old Austin 12/4
passenger car, whose chassis the cab shared. Austin,
realizing the reputation for reliability that a presence in
the London cab trade gave their cars, designed a
completely new cab chassis, which, despite Austin using
new engines in their passenger cars, kept the original
4-pot flathead engine. The chassis' minimum ground
clearance was less than the seven inches demanded by
the Conditions of Fitness, but from 1934 on, this rule was
to be eliminated and the change was almost certainly
made to allow the new chassis to be type approved. This
was a sign of PCO Superintendent Claro's pragmatism.
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Fig. 9 - A /933 Austin /2 TT with a body by Jones.
Vintage Taxi Spares.

Fig. / 0 ~ The most numerous version a/the Austin /2 cab was the
LL, and the most popular body choice was this one, the Strachan

(pronounced 'Strawn) landaulette. Vintage Taxi Spares.

Fig. // - This rear view of a Strachan-bodied LL shows its simple,
elegant styling, with a gentleflare at the bottom of the body and a

slight rearward rake to the B-post.
Derek Pearce Collection.
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He realized that he had to compromise with what the motor
industry was producing in order to balance the need to keep the
cab trade as up to date as possible, while keeping faith with those
who had invested in the trade and not bringing in drastic changes.
Austin's model code was LL and because it sat lower than the
previous models the trade nicknamed it the "Low Loader" (Figs.
10 and I I). Sales were even better than the TT, with I, I I I sold.
The competition, Morris-Commercial with its new 2-liter G2S 6-
cylinder cab, and Beardmore with the new Mk IV Paramount,
managed to sell just 302 cabs between them. Morris-
Commercial's new factory was geared up to make profitable
medium and large trucks and the managers were reluctant to halt
production lines and switch over to make a handful of cabs; thus,
despite the Morris-Commercial being a very good, fast cab, the
supply was very patchy. Nevertheless, the figure of just over
1,400 cabs for a whole year shows just how tiny the market was.
Despite doubling in size it still is small today.

1935 sawall three models continue in production but it
was the best year yet for Mann and Overton's, selling 1,178
Austins against 337 for the others. That year the company
changed its name slightly, dropping the's' on the end to become
Mann and Overton.

The Austin LL remained current for 1936 and 1937, with
875 and 659 sold respectively, fewer than in previous years. The
cab masters had replaced all the aging cabs in their fleets and
would now buy new cabs at a slower rate. There was a new Mk
V Beardmore and the new Morris-Commercial G2SW with
1.8-liter ohv 6 engine but total sales of these were very low,
with 307 and a mere 96 for successive years. In 1937 Austin
passenger cars were equipped with Girling hydraulic brakes but
the PCO would not allow them for cabs, demanding the
retention of rod-operated brakes. Mann and Overton now had
the London market sewn up, with Austin taking over the mantle
that Beardmore had enjoyed in the 1920s, that of the most
prominent cab in London.

In 1938 Mann and Overton moved across the River
Thames to new premises in Fulham, which it acquired,
ironically, from Ernest Mepstead, the man who had taken over
the Unic dealership (Fig. 12). Austin brought out the revised
model, the FL. It carried a painted grille shell similar to the mid-
1930s passenger cars alld coachbuilders made a "streamlined"
body to match it (Fig. 13). Underneath, however, it was the
same LL running gear. War was looming and the British
economy was in recession. New and second-hand car sales
dropped dramatically and so did cab sales with, only 298 new
cabs licensed in London. Of these, 213 were Austins. The
situation did not improve through 1939 and by September
Britain was at war with Germany.

The End olthe /2/4

It was the war that finally ended the 12/4 cab's run
although chassis production continued into early 1940, mainly
for military use but a small number of cabs were made. During
the war Mann and Overton became cab proprietors for the first
and only time, often making spare parts in their own machine
shop to keep their and their customers' cabs on the road.

The 12/4 established Austin as the premier make of
London cab and Mann and Overton as the principal dealer.
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Fig. 12 - Mann and Overton:~ premises in Ballersea, South
London, occupied/i-om 1918 to 1938, shown in mid-1938, just
be/(JI'e the move to Fulham, Austin would have the bare chassis
dril'en the 100 miles/i'DIn Birmingham and Mann and Overton
\I'ould deliver them to whatever body supplier the customer had

chosen, Author's collection,

Fig. 13 ~ A Jones-bodied Austin FL. That this stvle oj'vehicle was
being produced in 1939 shows how/ar behind the US some

British car makers were, and how/cl/' behind the times the PuNic
Carriage Office was. Author's collection,

Fig. 14 - The FX4 taxi, (on right) is one o[the world's most
/cl/nol/s vehicles. This version, pictl/red alongside a 1933 Austin 12

is the l/nloved and l/nwanted Land Rover-powered FX4R 0/1982.
"Taxi" Newspaper.
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Leonard Lord, now in charge at Austin, would show a great
commitment to the cab market. He registered the name
"Taxicar" with the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders. Thankfully it was not used but in 1945 Austin
offered Mann and Overton the FX, a new chassis with a new
1.8-liter flathead engine. It was tested but it was not tough
enough, and a new chassis was designed with a 1.8-liter ohv
engine. The new cab, with a bigger 2.2-litre engine would
become the FX3. It was in production for ten years,
superseded in 1958 by the FX4, the most famous of all
London cabs and one of the most recognizable motor
vehicles in the world (Fig. 14).

Initially, Beardmore did not reenter the postwar cab trade
with one of its own make. Instead, it acted as sales agent for the
Wolseley-based Oxford cab made by the Nuffield Organisation
since 1940. When Austin and Nuffield merged to become the
British Motor Corporation in 1952, the Oxford was dropped
because Austin was already making the FX3. As a result,
Beardmore had nothing to sell, and began to manufacture its
own taxis again, with Ford Consul gasoline engines.

Mann and Overton Today

Mann and Overton remain today as dealers of taxicabs in
the English cities of London, Manchester, Birmingham, and
Leeds. In a peculiar twist of fate, the company was absorbed by
the people who made the cabs. Austin, which as a manufacturer
of completed vehicles owned the intellectual rights to the FX3
and FX4 was part of British Leyland. When that cumbersome
conglomerate began to sink under its own weight of debt and
mismanagement, interest collapsed in such a small production
vehicle as the FX4. The FX4 was made under contract by
Carbodies, an independent body maker in Coventry. Carbodies
partially funded the FX4 along with Mann and Overton, and
Austin. In 1982, under the ownership of Manganese Bronze
Holdings Pfc, Carbodies took over the intellectual rights to the
cab.

In 1984, Carbodies bought Mann and Overton and formed
London Taxis International. There were three divisions: LTI
Carbodies which made the cab and its replacement, the TXI, LTI
Mann and Overton, which sold them, and London Taxi Finance
which sold finance to owner-drivers and to fleet proprietors.
Mann and Overton now have their London showrooms and
service department in Holloway, North London, and share the
capital's dealership with KPM (UK) Pfc, which serves
customers living in the East of London.

Other postwar taxicabs include the Metrocab, still in
production in updated form, and the Winchester, the first cabs to
have glass-fiber bodywork. Over 100 were made in the period
1962-73.
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The Pennsylvania Auto Motor Company:
A Concise History of the

Company and its Car
by Kenneth H. Stauffer

Jntmduction

Historical automotive research has confirmed that more
than 2.500 different makes of automobiles have been built in
the United States. However, only 17 marques have been named
after States. Of these, only nine are documented as reaching
reality, the others being simply dreams that never progressed
beyond the planning stage. Of the nine that did see
construction of at least one cxample, the Pennsylvania stands
out as the most successful, having remained in business for at
least four years, with possibly as many as 1,000 vehicles
produced. Imagine, should the company have prospered,
Pennsylvania residents today might be shopping for the 2006
Pennsylvania motor car!

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, a stop on the old
Pennsylvania Railroad's main line (today an Amtrak), IS a
Philadelphia suburb located along Route 30, west of the eity,
and part of the famed "Main Line" strip of socially-elite
communities. In addition to a famous college sharing its name,
high fashion boutiques, art galleries, and expensive houses are
part of its ambiance. Certainly, it would not be assoeiated with
auto manufacturing, or possible any manufacturing for that
matter.

Proceeding west on Lancaster Avenue (Route 30) through
Bryn Mawr today, few except those musically inclined would
pay scant notice to the white brick building off to the right near
the railroad, home of the Theodore B. Presser Music Company.
A century ago, another kind of "music" emanated from these
buildings. Surely, it was more "din" than music, but that "din"
of the Pennsylvania auto being manufactured must have been
"music" to the ears of its creators.

Getting Under Way

Shortly after the turn of the 20th Century, the horseless
carriage became an increasingly familiar sight on the public
roads, and a surprising number chugged their way from small
factories allover the United States. Detroit was yet to become
synonymous with automobile, while the midwest, New England,
and the east coast were well represented in auto manufacturing
at the time.

In early 1906, several Main Line entrepreneurs, having
caught the fever, formed the Pennsylvania Auto Motor
Company, locating it in Bryn Mawr. They applied for a
corporate charter on May 10 of that year, which was granted on
March 24, 1907. The purpose of the company was the
"manufacture of wood and metal working machinery, engines,
motor vehieles, and appliances." According to Montgomery
County records, the charter was actually not recorded until
January 20, 1909, nearly two years later. Apparently such a
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lengthy delay was not unusual in a period of hand-written entries
in county ledgers. The charter provided for "$50,000.00 Capital
Stock, divided into 1,000 shares with a par value of $50.00 each
and $5,000.00, being 10'Y<,of the Corporate Stock, paid in cash
to Charles Stovel!, Treasurer." Initial shareholders of record
were:

Charles L. Stovell, Philadelphia
Charles Mcilvain, Jr., Ardmore, Pa.
Albert Edward Kennedy. Ardmore. Pa.
Phineas Prouty. Ilaverl()i'(1, Pa.
.lames Reilly. Atlantic City. N ..I.
Whitney B. Smith. Philadelphia

200 shares
200 shares
100 shares
200 shares
200 shares
100 shares

Charles McIlvain, Jr., is known to have been a prominent builder
in the area, but attempts to obtain background information on
the other shareholders have proven futile to date.

Mcilvain was elected president; Kennedy, vice-president;
Stovell, secretary; and R. Harry Croninger second vice-
president and general manager. Land on Maple Avenue in Bryn
Mawr was deeded to the company on August 24. 1906, and
additional land was added in June 190X. In its November 24,
1906, edition, The Ardlllore Chronicle reported that "The
Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co, building is practically finished ....
Most ofthe machinery is installed. Power will be furnished by a
15 H.P. roos gasoline engine. The 'works' is expected to be in
operation this coming week."

Type 7: The First PellllSyll'Ullia Autoll/ohile

The first trade report of the new automobile appeared in
the December 1906 issue of Crcle and Au/olllobile Trade
Journal, a leading publication of its day, product of the Chilton
Co. of Philadelphia, which remains a tlourishing publication
business today. That issue announced that

The Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., factory at Bryn Mawr.
Pa .. headquarters at 151 X Land Title Bldg., Phila .. Pa., arc
ready with their first car, a 4 cylinder. 35 11.1'. touring car,
listed at $2XOO.00 and catalogued as Type 7. Any unit of the
powerplant can be removed without disturbing any other
unit. and the fibre-mud-pan which is used can be removed
or replaced in a ICw minutes because of the patented
attachment clips. Every part liable to require attention is
made easily accessible. Accepted practice is adhered to
throughout, no radical or freak lCatures being apparent.

At the outset, just the five-passenger Type 7 with a
wheelbase of I 12 inches, and a special Type X, a high-powered
runabout, were available. the latter advertised as "The King of
Speed Cars" (Fig. I).

Au/olllo/ire His/orr Review
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Thoroughly good in it,; cOlJstruction~-smart in appearancc,-
fast, powerful and ~ilent-the Pennsylvania is malle fOl'those
that are pain fully critical.

Type 7-'IoUl'iug cal', ::>5 H. P., selectiyc annular lwal'illl{
nickel-steel transmission and Timkeu l>eYeldriye axle, $:!SUU. UU.

. _.__ .::..:._--

R. '1'. Pl'ckhlllll, :!;l;H Broadway, N. Y.
Northern Auto Agency, Motor Mart, Boston
Standard Investment Co., Providence, R.I.
Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., 384 N. Broad St., Philadelphia

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.
Factory, BRYN MAWR, PA.

Fig. I - Pennsylvania 's.first cars, the Type 7 and Type 8, Cycle and Automobile Trade Journal, November 1907.
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home of the Pennsylvania car. Zengel's
later racing exploits with Chadwick,
National, and other famous marques all
but obscure his early auto associations,
but Pennsylvania was responsible for
bringing him to the area.

As was common In mer-
chandising autos in those days, various
speed trials, endurance runs, etc., were
utilized to demonstrate the worth of the
product. Autol1lohile magazine for April
19, 1907, reported on a run by the
Pennsylvania from Bryn Mawr to Nutley,
N.J., a distance of 116 miles. Gas
consumption was recorded as 6-1/2
gallons, an average of 17.7 miles per
gallon. Even though fast-food drive-in
restaurants were lacking, the Pen-
nsylvania's crew were speedy eaters; the
total elapsed time for their trip was six
hours, minus 50 minutes lost for two
meals. Thus, the actual running time was
5 hours 10 minutes, for an average speed
of 22.4 mph. Sometime later, General
Manager Croninger publicly decried

track and endurance events, but proposed more speed trials and
hill climbs, specifically, a timed run from Reading, Pa. to
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. to attempt a hill climb there. According to an
ad from the August 1908 issue of Cycle and Automobile Trade
Journal, the Pennsylvania was the winner of the Board of Trade
Cup at the Giant's Despair Hill Climb, Wilkes-Barre, on May
30 of that year. This same ad's listing of various
accomplishments at Jamaica, L.t., Point Breeze Race Track
(Philadelphia), Monroe County Meet (Pa.), and Skippack Hill
(Pa.) (Fig. 3), all between June 12 and June 27 would indicate
General Manager Croninger apparently had changed his mind
about entering competitive events. Pennsylvania continued to
enter various early racing events, notably among them the
Founders Week race in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, October
10, 1908. The 7.8 mile course through the park called for 25
laps, for a total of 195 miles. George Robertson driving a 40
h.p. Locomobile won the race. Len Zengel drove the
Pennsylvania entry for I I laps before dropping out with
mechanical trouble.

Fig. 2 - Len Zengel, company test driver, with 1907 Pennsylvania Type 7 Touring.

Company literature described the Pennsylvania as follows:

The general appearance of a Pennsylvania is in itself one of
its most valuable assets. The chassis is very low, the front
axle is well forward under the radiator, the seats are low and
comfortable, with ample luggage space in the tonneau. The
upholstering of the bodies is one ot the best grade of hand-
buffed, polished leather, soft and luxurious, and made of the
best grade of hair and springs. Each body is finished with
twenty-five (25) coats of lead and color, insuring continued
luster.

The color available was listed as red with black trim. The
engine was by Rutenber, a manufacturer of proprietary engines
who started business in 1902 in Logansport, Indiana. Rutenber
engines were also used in Crawford, Alpena, Jewell, Glide,
Hallady, Lambert, Moon, Speedwell, and other early
automobiles.

Meeting the Competition With Competition

Exhibiting a flair for promotional style as well as
mechanical abilities, management proved it was not a mere
novice in the business world, for one of its first decisions was to
solicit a "name" automobile driver to associate with the
company; contact was made with Len Zengel of Dayton, Ohio,
who accepted the position of test driver (Fig. 2).

Zengel, although only in his 20s, had already comported
himself with distinction in early automotive racing/driving
events, and in him the Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co. found just
the right image believed necessary for success. Zengel, who
died in 1963, may well be personally remembered by many
readers in the Bryn Mawr area. He last resided on Reservoir
Road in West Chester, commuting daily to Bryn Mawr where he
owned a Chrysler-Plymouth agency for many years. In fact, the
agency was located only a few hundred yards from the long-ago
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The Pennsylvania Participates ill Gliddell Tours

In 1905, Charles Glidden, a wealthy New England
industrialist and ardent early automotive enthusiast, established
competitive endurance tours. Later to become famous as
"Glidden Tours," these annual events were held in various areas
of the country unti I 1913 when they were no longer deemed of
importance, the automobile having come of age. The
Pennsylvania company participated in the 1907 tour which
covered a route from Indiana to the east coast, its entry the Type
8 Runabout (Fig. 4). The Ardmore Chronicle for July 27, 1907,
reported on two locally-manufactured cars, the Autocar of
Ardmore, and the Pennsylvania, as the tour proceeded through
the area. With respect to the Pennsylvania it noted that:
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Fig. 3 - The Penl1.\ylvania in cOnlpelilion on Mile Long Hill, Skippack, Pa.

Fig. 4 - Penl1.\ylvania Ti;pe 8 Runaboul Glidden Tour enllY, Len Zengel wilh
Wedlv Owen driving.

Fig. 5 - 1909 Pennsylvania Type C 50 Touring al Bryn Mawr College.

Spring 2006

At Bryn Mawr at the factory of the
PENNSYLVANIA AUTOMOTOR COMPANY,
the tourists received the glad hand. Swung over
the highway was a banner lettered "BRYN
MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA, SUCCESS TO
ALL." When the red-flagged machines
pounded up the hill to the sign there was a
crowd of employees to holler: "Where's the
PENNSYLVANIA runabout? "She's a-
comin'" or "Owen's got her back there," would
be the answer. At the side of the road was a
stand piled high with packages offruit bearing
a card saying, "We wish the best success to
all" from the PENNSYLVANIA AUTO-
MOTOR COMPANY. These packages were
tossed into the autos as they slowed down and
that is the reason why the men in the cars were
munching peaches and plums as they came
through Ardmore.

At last the PENNSYLVANIA runabout
hove over the hill and a shout came from the
crowd when they recognized the car. Wally
Owen, driver and Len Zengel, composed the
original crew of the powerful roadster but
while bucking the clay holes and streams of
mud back in Indiana, they picked up Len
Zengel's brother and piled him on top of the
monkey seat in the back to hold the car down.

While leading the bunch through the
mountains at Bedford Springs by two hours,
the steering gear broke. A blacksmith forged it
together and that held for about five miles.
They tried to strap it up, but before the proper
parts were received from the factory at Bryn
Mawr, the roadster was far behind time to
finish. The new gear was put in and the car
kept along with the bunch to finish at New
York and receive a certificate for the good
performance.

The Bryn Mawr Company are also pleased
by the way which their car stood up and the
excellent performance of the machine over
roads which were nothing but clay and water.
Owen plowed through mud up to his hubs
without using chains on his drivcrs, when
many of the contestants had to be pulled out of
the mire by horses.

The test imposed by this year's GLIDDEN
TOUR has been most severe and the opinion
has been expresscd that it will be less arduous
next year both for the cars and those in them.

Difficulties also accompanied
Pennsylvania entry in the 1910 Glidden
from Cincinnati, Ohio. Twenty-six
undertook the three-week trip, but

the
Tour
cars
the
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seven-passenger touri ng
sedans, two-passenger road-
sters, four-passenger toy
tonneaus, five-passenger baby
tonneaus, and custom
enclosed models (all with
bodies by the .I. B. Quinby
Co. of Newark, N.J.). Quinby
was recognized as the quality
custom builder of bodies for
many prestige makes of this
period. Custom colors were
available, but standard Brew-
ster Green and Mercedes Red
remained. Although apparently
intended as a medium-priced
car, the Pcnnsylvania grew in
size to accommodate the
morc affluent tastes of the
growing motoring public. The
Ardmore Chronicle of

January 2, 1909, reported that the Company had announced
that a 6-cylinder car would be added to its line-up and would
make its first appearance at the Grand Central Palace Show
in New York. This was the luxurious Type F Six, which
boasted a wheelbase of 129 inches (137 inches in 1911), a 75
h.p. engine with a bore and stroke of 4-112 x 5-1/2 inches,
and a price of $4500 (Fig. 6). Sometimes referred to as the
"F675," the F Six was equipped with Q. D. rims measuring
36x4 in the front and 36 x 4-3/4 in the rear, to accommodate
a weight of 3,300 pounds. The engine was lubricated by a
mechanical pressure feed of 90 pounds. As standard
equipment, all models were equipped with a B&L mirror,
headlamps, two side lamps and taillamp, a Prest-O-Lite
system, cape top, and a full complement of tools.

The Pennsylvania car was in the mid-to-high price range,
and would have competed with such vehicles as the larger
Maxwell, Buick, Stearns, Pullman, and others.

Fig. 6 - 1909 Pennsylvania Type Six (675) Tourer with body by Quinby.

Pennsylvania was forced out of the Tour with 166 points against
it in the first week of travel.

The 1908-11 Pennsylvania cars

In 1908 the Type C 50 was introduced, switching from the
Rutenber engine of the Type 7 to one of Pennsylvania's own
design (Fig. 5). This was an innovative design with twin
camshafts, push rod-operated overhead valves and hemispherical
combustion chambers (predating Chrysler's design by over 40
years). The inclusion of full-pressure lubrication and hub brakes
completes its advanced specification. The new motor preceded
by a year the well-known Stoddard-Dayton design which, with
its complex and fragile valve train, must be judged less
practical. Unlike Stoddard-Dayton, the Pennsylvania offered the
buyer a choice of both 4-cylinder and 6-cylinder motors.

With the inception of the new engines, additional models
of varying horsepower were introduced of the following line-up
throughout the years of production:

Models available encompassed the regular five- and

1908 Type C 50 4 cyl. 50 h.p. 114in.w.b. $2800

Type C 50 4 cyl. 50 h.p. 114 in. w.b. $3000
Type 0 25 4 cyl. 28 h.p. 110 in. w.b. $2500'
Type E 50 4 cyl. 36 h.p. 122 in. w.b. $3800
Type F Six 6 cyl. 54 h.p. 129 in. w.b. $4500

Type C 50 4-cyl. 50 h.p.3 110 in. w.b. $3000
Type 0 25 4 cyl. 28 h.p. 110 in. w.b. $2500
Type B 50 4 cyl. 50 h.p. 122 in. w.b. $3500
Type 06 6 cyl. 75 h.p. 131 in. w.b. $3500
Type F 6 6 cyl. 75 h.p. 129 in. w.b. $4500

Type C-50 4 cyl. 50 h.p. 114 in. w.b. $3000
Type 0-25 4 cyl. 28 h.p. 110 in. w.b. $2000
Type F-6 6 cyl. 60 h.p. 137 in. w.b. $4500
Model H-6 6 cyl. 60 h.p. 137 in. w.b. $4700

1909

1910

1911
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Dealers and Distributors

The manufacturer maintained a factory showroom in Bryn
Mawr and, in 1907, at 334 N. Broad St. in Philadelphia. By
1908, the West-Stillman Motor Car Co. at 153 N. Broad St.
represented the marque. R. 1. Peckham, 2234 Broadway, was
appointed initially as distributor for the New York area.
Climbing sales led to the establishment of a distributorship in
Providence, R.I., the Standard Investment Co. In Boston, the
Northern Auto Agency at Motor Mart, represented
Pennsylvania.

The next year, the 1. M. Quinby Co. took over the New York
distributorship. On September 26, 1908, The Ardmore Chronicle
had reported that Pennsylvania and Quinby had concluded a deal
whereby Quinby would obtain 150 cars for distribution in
northern New Jersey and the New York metropolitan area.
According to the news report, Quinby had been:

looking for the past two or three years for a car with which
they might become identified, and feel sure that their past
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4 AND 6 CYLINDER CARS
are unsurpassed in quality but are sold at a
lower price than other cars of similar class

Pennsylvania motor cara are built in their entirety in
our own shop, where thl equipment and facilities for
producing cars of the highest class are unexcelled. The
materials used are the very best obtainable, the work-
manship is the most skilled, and every step of construc-
tion undergoes the most critical inspection. The re-
sultant product is a car that in design, construction,
finish and equipment is as distinctive as it is unrivaled.
Characterized by extreme smoothness, silence and
flexibility, it has all the speed and power that any
reasonable man wants and will afford the utmost sat-
isfaction in every essential feature to the most discrimi-
nating and critical motorist.

Type
Type HD-25," $2000
Type HC-50," $3000

UH"
Type "F-6," $4500
Type ClH-6," $4700

Send for our catalog containing the Pennsylvania story.

There il lome territory open to live •• entl who
want to handle • car of exception.l merit.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fig. 7 - JanuQ/Y 1911 ad - the last/or the Pennsylvania automobile?
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reputation for high-grade workmanship would be
maintained. One of the features in deciding them in t~lvoror
the PENNSYLVANIA was the new Model "D," 25 II.P.,
which the Pennsylvania company is putting on the market.
This is a very powerrul car in proportion to its size, having
a 4-1/4 x 4-1/4 motor, developing 34 II.P., by actual test,
thus giving them the most powerful engine, in proportion to
its size, built in this country.

The chassis will be up-to-date throughout having
I-Beam front axle, rull floating type rear axle, with all ball
bearing selective type transmission incorporated with the
difrerential housing. This little car has a drop-rrame, elliptic
springs and aluminum body, comrortably seating three
people in the rear and will sell ror $2, I00.00 with baby
tonneau and touring car, and S2,OOO as a roadster. THE
PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO. has always been
noted for good service and liberality towards its users, and
would seem to be coming into its own, having a great many
orders ahead for both Type "C' and "D" cars.

Throughout its existence, the Company offered a very
liberal guarantee of its product: " ... should any part prove
defective, it will be replaced free of charge if said part is
returned to the factory; or it will be repaired free of charge if the
car is delivered to us at Bryn Mawr, Pa. This guarantee covers a
period of twelve ( 12) months from date of delivery. It does not
apply to tires or accessories, nor to repairs due to wear,
carelessncss, or accidents."

In addition to Len Zengel as chief test-driver, the company
now employed a Mr. Gabriel, foreman of the Quinby Co, as a
test-driver for the new Type F Six which had a 6-eylinder engine
of 75 h.p. This move was probably projected to add the Quinby
Co.'s own endorsement to this special luxury model, in light of
Quinby's taking over the New York distributorship.

Although no production figures are available, the venture
apparently met with sufficient success to require enlarging the
manufacturing plant. This, the present Presser Building in Bryn
Mawr, was completed in April 1909. The new factory was
capable of producing 750 to 800 cars a year, and since cars were
built to order, it is possible there may have been a total of more
than 1,000 Pennsylvania cars produced. At the time the new
factory was launched, General Manager Croninger reported that
they wcre about 15 orders behind on the 6-cylinder Type F
model, and approximately 30 orders behind on the small Type 0
25 model. The intermediate Models C 50 and E 50 apparently
were being turned out in sufficient numbers to meet orders.

The auto trade unions of today would have frowned on the
Company, for there was no production or piece-work rate, all
employees being salaried. At the height of production,
approximately 250 men found work in the Bryn Mawr plant.

By August 1910, Pennsylvania had launched its final
models (Fig.7). As noted in Cycle and Automohile Trade
Journal, the Company had announced "that the changes for the
191 I models arc very slight, being more in the nature of minor
refinements." Some of these refinements were the usc of
vanadium steel in the axle halves instead of nickel steel, and
moving the spark and throttle levers from the back to the right
side of the steering wheel. No record has been found to
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substantiate production past thc year 1911. It is quite likely that
production actually ccascd in latc 1910. Many a fine car
disappeared from the market during these years owing to a
variety of causes, such as lack of capital and inexperience with
production methods, notwithstanding the quality or the marque.
This appears to have been the fate of the Pennsylvania. At
$50,000, it was woefully undercapitalized. Its failure on two
occasions to complete the (i1idden Tour raises questions of
reliability. It is reported that creditors placed heavy demands on
the Company in late 1910, but a plan was developed to settle
accounts and to continue in production. Ilowever. in August
191 I Quinby sued, alleging that the ('ompany had reneged on its
1909 contract before fulfilling its delivery commitments. This
was probably the final straw as additional creditors retitioned
the Company into involuntary bankrurtcy by October 19\ I.
According to records on file at the Montgomery County
Ilistorical Association, the Pennsylvania Auto Motor Comrany
was adjudged bankrurt on January 13. 1912, and on September
14 of that year, 8ankrurtcy Trustee I;.S. Frctz, with Charles L.
Stovell and P.A. Hart, submitted a final rerort to the bankruptcy
court, closing the doors forever. No Pennsylvania cars arc
known to exist today, but who knows one may emerge li'om a
dusty carriage house or wagon shed'

Sources: The Ard/llore Chronicle (various issues), Crele and
Auto/llohile 1Imle Journal (various issues), Auto/llo!Jile (Arril
19, 1(07), 1909 and 1910 sales catalogues of the Pennsylvania
Auto Motor Comrany.

Footnotes

'Historical Society of Montgomery Co. (Pa), "Corrorate
Charters, "(Vol. 681, r. 482, .Ian. 20, 1909. Other information
found in "Land (,rant Notices, Vol. 562, r. 77, August 24, 1906.

'Initially, the rrice of the Type I) was $2000 for the Runabout
and $2100 for the Touring or 8aby Tonneau. These rrices also
arpear in the comrany's sales catalogue but the author's cory
has "$250()" superimposed over the original prices.

The comrany's sales catalogue for 1910 gave the A.L.A.M.
rating. According to this formula, TYre D 25 was rated at 28.9
h.p., Types B 50 and C 50 at 36 h.p., and Tyre F 6 at 54 h.p.
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EDITOR'S NOTES-conlinued from page 31

Alvan T. Fuller in Boston, has applied for this territory and

recently sailed for Buenos Ayres to look over the ground.

Import figurcs show a largc demand for high grade

Amcrican cars, and he is confidcnt of working up a

prosperous tradc.

Thank you, Arthur, for this contribution. We had hoped to
providc a bit of cheesecake for the cover of No. 44, but the picture
below wouldn't fit. The caption of the photo, translated, is "Foreign
Elegance is Well Clad," the car being an American Packard
Caribbean, and the model, Mlle. Francine Brandt, a Swiss star of
the Italian cinema in Paris doing TV commercials. The date of the
photo is June 20, 1954 (from the editor's collection).

The Fascination (~l/2 Cylinders (p. /4)

Thc thcme of this article was that the Packard 299 racecar
was the basis for Enzo Ferrari's interest in the 12-cylinder
engine. Claude ROllxel asks us not to forget that, in My Terrible
)Ol'.I' , Ferrari also acknowledged the slightly-later Delage V-12
machinc which placed second in the 1924 Frcnch Grand Prix at
Lyon.

Cril!ilh BOIgeson, in "The Great Agitator," a chapter in
"Ferrari, the Man, Ihe Machines (AlIlomobile Quarlerly, 1975),
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p. 24. argued that this was "a deliberate effort to distract the
reader from the real sources of the original Ferrari V-12 and to
invest Enzo with its immaculate conception, for sentimental
reasons." The real sources, according to Griff, were the Alfa
Romeo and German V-12 racecars of the 1930s.

Hmmm. Couldn't it have been that the Packard and
Delage V-12 racecars of the 1920s made an indelible impression
upon Ferrari because of their uniqueness, with the viability of a
multiple-cylinder design confirmed by the Italian and German
machines of the 1930s? Thus, it would be logical for Ferrari in
the 1940s to begin his marque with an engine type whose
competitive successes were proven, with his interest in the
12-cylinder configuration originating in the Packard and Delage
designs.

The Early Years of F.J.A.T in the Royal Italian Army
(p.36)

I was surprised to learn that King Vittorio
Emanuele's Royal Army, known to be conservative, was
experimenting with motor vehicles as early as 1907.
That would be fully seven years before General
Pershing could convince the U.S. Army to supply him
with a handful of Ford Model T trucks and Dodge
touring cars to chase down the Mexican maurauder
Pancho Villa and his army in the Texas-Mexican
deserts.

The accompanying period photos are new to me.
They vividly portray the progress FI.AT made in
automobili militare from 1907 to 1915. I believe that
the photograph on the top of page 36 misidentifies the
two men shown. They are not just two men, they are
important historical personages. The man alighting
from the Fl.AT Tipo 3 Landaulet limousine is
Marechal Joseph Joffre, not just CinC of the French
army but CinC of all allied armies in the west. The
officer in the light-colored uniform standing at
attention saluting is General Luigi Cardona, CinC of
the Italian army. Joffre is always easy to identify
because of his great girth. He never met a gourmet
dinner he couldn't consume while the sinewy Cardona
had never met a battle he could win. Cardona was
arrogant, petty, and stupid, a dangerous combination for
a man responsible for the lives of millions of men. In
five years of war, Cardona concentrated most of the
Italian army 3 million strong against an entrenched
Austro-Hungarian army of 100,000 to 200,000 in the
Alpine Littoral. He had nothing to show for it but
failure. Joffre was known to his men as grand-pere or

papa Joffre. They loved him. Cardona was known by his men as
the macellare di Isonzo, "the butcher of Isonzo." He had a 12-
man team of bodyguards at all times.

The two generals hated each other. This photo of the old
FI.A.T Tipo 3 and the two old antagonists together may be the
only one extant.

Fred Summers
Missouri, USA
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Lost Tunnels of the
Pennsylvania Turnpike

by Gregg D. Merksamer

While the seven tunnels incorporated into the original
Carlisle-to-Irwin section of the Pennsylvania Turnpike were a
true technical triumph at the highway's 1940 opening, their two-
lane layout caused considerable congestion as annual traffic
volumes soared to 31 million during the early I960s, an
incredible 24 times what the planners had envisioned. The
Turnpike Commission's response was an ambitious. S I 00
mi Ilion modernization program where the Laurel Hill. Ray's Hill
and Sideling Hill tunnels were replaced with bypasses while the
Allegheny. Tuscarora, Kittatinny and Blue Mountain Tunnels
received parallel companions with more easily-eleaned tile
walls and graduated fluorescent lighting (with trafTic
temporarily routed through the new tunnels, the originals were
subsequently upgraded to the same specification). The
November 1991 completion of a second Lehigh tunnel on the
Northeast Extension between Allentown and Scranton
eliminated the last stretch of two-lane highway on the Turnpike.

Given that 12.7 miles of original Turnpike were also
abandoned when the 3,532-foot Ray's Hill and 6,n2-foot
Sideling I1ill tunnels outside of Breezewood were bypassed on
November 26, 196R, I concluded that they would not be very
di fTicult to locate and I set out to find them during an April 19R7
visit to western Pennsylvania. Not long after exiting the
Turnpike's Breezewood interchange, I ran into local railroad
butT named Gary Conkin who, incredibly, was searching for the
very same tunnels on the very same day! After an hour's
exploration of the dirt roads north of u.s. 30, our two-car
convoy came upon an overpass that obviously belonged to the
abandoned Turnpike section. Climbing the embankment, we
were awed to find four lanes of pavement that, lined by weeds
and stripped of signs and light poles, looked like they had been
abandoned for a thousand years. After about a mile's walk east
we arrived at the Sideling Hill tunnel and were thrilled to find
that we could still walk inside. We proceeded about a half-mile
inside before the portal shrunk to a pinhole and we lost our
nerve; the echo was the clearest and most powerful I have ever
experienced, almost like we were talking to each other inside a
bell.

I long ago lost the photos that I took in connection with
that trip. so Iwas strongly compelled to return to Breezewood in
November 2002, find my way to both the Ray's Hill and Sideling
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Hill Tunnels (the Laurel Ilill Tunnel. bypassed on October 30,
19()4. is another hour west between Somerset and Donegal) and
come up with direetions that would allow other SAIl members
to do the same. So long as you don't mind a long walk. access
to these awe-inspiring artit~lets is arguably easier than it was in
19X7. given that the Pennsylvania Turnpike <- 'ommission sold
both tunnels and the roadway linking them to the Southern
A lIeghenies Conservancy for the grand sum of $1 in 200 I. The
western terminus of what is now known as the "Bike Pike" (fIX
information phone XI4-623-7900. ext. 5) otTers a parking area
just beyond the Bree/ewood interchange. but I discovered the
hard way it's about an hour's walk from the western portal of the
Ray's I1ill Tunnel. A much easier alternative is to take U.S. 30
two miles cast from Bree/ewood. Pa .. turn north onto Mountain
Chapel Road (S. R. 101 I ). and park by an overpass that's about
a half mile west of the tunnel. The dirt road that's closest to the
cast portal. unfortunately, was marked "Private No
Trespassing" so I didn't explore it further.

The Sideling Ifill Tunnel is even more compelling
because, at 6,7X2 reet, it was the longest tunnel on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike before it was abandoned (this honor now
belongs to the 6,070-foot Allegheny Tunnel cast of Somerset).
As you can't even sec the exit at the other end, it takes plenty of
fortitude to walk inside. The easiest way to reach it is by an
unpaved track called Oregon Road, which can be accessed I\'om
U.S. 30 or Pennsylvanie State Ilighway 915, and walking about
a mile cast from the abandoned Turnpike overpass. With the
autumn colors in Buchanan State Forest reaching their peak at
the time of my visit. the surrounding scenery proved as
spectacular as the archaeology. After returning to my car I also
noticed a sign for a "Tunnel Trail" along Pennsylvania 915 south
of the Oregon Road turnoff. but I didn't have time to explore it.

As for other early Pennsylvania Turnpike arti f~lCtS,the
American Museum of National Ilistory of the Smithsonian
Institution received the last I940-style hexagon toll booth when
it was decommissioned on September 13. 19X3. but it is
currently dismantled and in storage. The Allegheny-Kiski Valley
Historical Society has another, from the Fort Littleton
Interchange, which is on display at its grounds ncar Tarentum,
Pa.
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Old Tunnels-New Times
Photos by Gregg D. Merksamer

Situated between the Somerset and New Baltimore interchanges, the Allegheny Tunnel is currently the longest
on the Pen/1.sylvania Turnpike at6,070feet; it is also the highest and deepest tunnel still in use, with a 2,314-
./oot elevation and portals 416feet below the summit. The original tube is the westbound one to the right 0/

this photo, while its twin opened to traffic on March 15, J 965.

Opened on Novell/her 26th, 1968, this 13.3 mile-long bvpass east a/Breezewood eliminated 12.7 miles 0/
original Pellllsl'lvania TlIrnpike, pIlls a pair a/two-lane tunnels under Ray's Hill and Sideling Hill.
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Westernmost par/ion of/he bypassed Ray:\' Hill/Sideling Hill sec/ion oF/he Pennsvlvania Turnpike, cmssing
US. 30 east ojBreezewood, Pa. In exchangelor $1, the abandoned madway and its two /unnels was recen/lv

presented /0 the Southern Alleghenies Conservancy./or use as a bike and walking path.

The west par/a I of/he abandoned Ray s Hill Tunnel o//he Penmylvania Turnpike. This 3,532~/ho/ /unnel is
1,427Iee/ above sea level and 550leet below the summit. The easiest way /0 reach i/ is /0 lake US 30 two

miles eas/Fom Breezewood, Pa" turn north on/a Mounlain Chapel Road (SR. lOll), alld park by an
overpass thais' aboul a hal/mile west o//he /ullnel.

Au/amative History Review
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Approaching the lI'estportal oj'the abandoned Sideling Hill Tunnel on the Penmylvania Turnpike, showing
hoI\' hottlenecks \I'ere created as/iJur travel lanes originally merged into two. The tunnel:S'entrance is 550

.feet heloll' the sUlllmit oj'the 1Il0untainand 1,277/eet above sea level.

The dark andj(Jrhidding interior a/the 6, 782/00t long Sideling Hill Tunnel, which was the longest on the
Penl/.\ylvania Turnpike he/iJre it was ahandoned in 1968. It is extremely cold inside, because the structure is

long enough to generate its own wind currents.
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